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POSING THE QUESTION


	What does it mean when we say that Matrimony is a Sacrament?  Another form of that question is to inquire "What is the difference between marriage and Matrimony?  The author has raised this question with many faith-filled couples.  The inquiry prompts a struggle for an adequate answer.  These husbands and wives have no doubt that they are a Sacrament.  Moreover, that reality means a great deal to them.  It makes them feel special in the eyes of God.  Their love for one another is most important in their lives and they are delighted that their love is recognized by the Church in such an awesome way.  They feel honored and exalted.

	While not having to be persuaded that they are a Sacrament nor that this is of great significance, the discussion which follows the posing of the above question does not seem to go beyond their mere nominal acceptance of their sacramentality, accompanied by their pleasure and satisfaction in being such.  Some answer the question in terms of the wedding ceremony.  That is not their sacrament.  The wedding itself is merely the proclamation of a couple's commitment to one another for life and the formal adoption of the their love by the faith community.  The actual living out of their relationship with one another and with the people of the Church is their Sacrament.  The ceremony is important.  Their love for one another is not finalized without the open declaration.  In addition, all Sacraments are communal experiences, therefore, the public nature of their sacramentality needs to be recognized.


				General Attitudes


	Most couples, who determine their sacramentality in terms of the wedding ceremony, without explicitly recognizing it, are saying that this liturgy indicates responsibilities and privileges beyond that of the normal marriage.  So they do not isolate the ceremony and have it stand on its own.  That would reduce it to a spiritual party.  They see that by going to the Church with such a vital and intimate commitment they are not only openly announcing their determination to love one another on their own terms but that they are taking on the marital values of the Community of the Faithful.  They make a double commitment.  They may not understand that completely, on their wedding day.  But there is an underlying conviction that more than just the two of them is involved.  Then, as they grow in mutual devotion to one another, over the years, and as their involvement with the Faithful deepens, they become aware of the integration of the two dedications.

	Couples of Faith see Matrimony as giving them special help from God (graces) which enable them to live their mutual love in peace and harmony.  They believe they have been endowed with a God-given ability to fulfill their vows to one another.  This help they tend to perceive as the ability to overcome human selfishness and flaws.  That is part of it.  But the greatest gifts they receive for one another from the Lord are positive ones which enable them to strive for greatness.  There is a human temptation to believe we only need to turn to God when difficulties occur.  We have the impression that as long as our love is smooth, we can handle it.  That is a mistake.  The most important sacramental gifts for the couple are those which open whole new horizons to their love, providing a different vision of what a good marriage is.

	As we continue probing the question, some couples add other qualities to their definition of the Sacrament of Matrimony.  They include virtues such as: permanence, fidelity, openness to life, forgiveness, healing, putting the other person first.


	   Marriage, Christian Marriage And Matrimony


	We must make a clear distinction between marriage, Christian marriage and Matrimony.  They overlap but have clear differences.  Marriage: a committed sexual love relationship between one man and woman, based on total mutual love, trust, respect, fidelity, permanence and intimate sharing, with children a natural outgrowth of their devotion to one another.  Christian marriage: a marriage in the Lord.  Their relationship with one another is marked by the Christian faith of both parties.  Jesus is an essential partner in their marriage, guiding and empowering their love for one another.  Matrimony: a marriage in the Lord which has been raised to the dignity of a Sacrament.  It is based on the full human dimension of marriage, with the qualities mentioned above, completely imbued with faith in Jesus.  In addition, their faith in and commitment to each another and Jesus has been accepted by the Faithful and made part of the Church's own self identity.  The Sacramental couple have been commissioned by the Community to make their love for one another a unique voice of prophecy and leadership among the Faithful.  The call to Sacramentality is a vocation IN and OF the Church.

	We need to know these differences.  Some in the Church want to keep the marital relationship completely apart from any faith or ecclesial dimension.  They are on the level of marriage.  (It can be a great one.)  More frequently, faith is an important factor.  Jesus is essential in their lives.  They turn to him for direction, strength and guidance.  But their marriage is between the two of them and him.  This is the couple version of the "me and Jesus mentality.".  This can even happen to sincerely practicing Catholics.  In fact, it is probably the usual attitude most people in the Church have about their own marriages and that of others.  They see their marriage as a vocation but one that comes directly and privately from God.  They look on their marriage as private.  Their marriages are good.  They are people with great faith.

	Matrimony is a whole other experience.  While their marital relationship is intensely personal, it is not private.  They accept their devotion to one another as marked by the Church, not merely on the occasion of the ceremony but throughout their life together.  St. Paul reveals, clearly and bluntly, an intimate connection between Jesus' relationship with the Church and intimacy of the wife and husband   The Church couple takes on the responsibility to love one another as Jesus does his Church.  This is not only for the sake of the quality of their marriage but for the well being of the Community of the Faithful.  As a Church, we need to examine this commission which they have received in our name, so that we can see how our Catholic wives and husbands are revealing the love of Jesus for us.

	Matrimony is a vocation from the Church, a call to immerse themselves in their very intimate love, to the service of the Church.  Their devotion to one another is a Church experience for themselves and others.  The vocation comes from their brothers and sisters in the Faith Community, in the name of the Lord.  Therefore, these brothers and sisters establish the goals and ambitions of their love for one another and their children.  While deeply personal and intimate, their marital love is a communal experience.

	The essential elements of any Sacrament are: from Christ, a sign, empowerment, specific graces to fulfill the call of each individual Sacrament and the communal dimension.  The Community of the Faithful have accepted Matrimony from Jesus as one of their seven Sacraments.  Each Sacrament, in its own way, expresses a prophetic message.  For example, Baptism, through the pouring of water, is a sign of the interior cleansing which takes place and the call to a new life.  In Matrimony, the commitment of the woman and man to one another and the marital life style they create signifies how Jesus loves his people in the Church.  Each Sacrament has the power to effectuate what it signifies.  So in Confession, reconciliation between the penitent and the Community actually occurs.  In Matrimony, the couple is empowered to bring to the forefront of our consciousness the intimacy which occurs between Jesus and the People who have been chosen for him by his Father.  In order to render the individual recipients of the Sacraments capable of living up to the vocation contained in them, special gifts from the Lord accompany each Sacrament.  In Matrimony, the couple receives unique empowerments to achieve their commitment to love each other totally.  This love includes the capacity to forgive, unselfishness, generosity, the gift of maternity and paternity and, most important of all, the gift of total personal responsiveness for unity's sake.


			For the Sake Of The Church


	Something which can often be discounted from our consideration of sacramentality is that all Sacraments exist for the sake of the Church.  They are not gifts of largess from the Lord granted to the individual person or couple.  They are for the well being of the overall Community.  Of course, the individual profits immediately and directly.  But the prime purpose of each Sacrament is to nurture and develop the whole Body of Christ.  The Sacraments, each in their own way, are ordinations to the service of the People of God.  The Church involvement is not merely in terms of the sacramental ritual.  Each Sacrament is a vocation in the Church and must be evaluated in terms of how the whole Body profits.  In no case is this more true than in the Sacrament of Matrimony.  The Sacramental couple are called to make their love for one another one of the most valuable resources all of us in the Church possess.  Their love, while deeply personal and intimate, is not their own private possession.  It is ours.  They are to love one another on our terms, with our ideals and ambitions for them.

	To see the truth of this we merely have to consider the fact that a Sacrament is a sign.  A sign is for the sake of those who perceive it.  It doesn't stand on its own.  A sign is intended to communicate a message which is of value to those who witness it.  The sacramental couple is a sign to the Faithful.  That is the purpose of their mission to the People of the Church.  The sacramental couple must evaluate their love for one another in terms of how effective they are in revealing Jesus' love to their fellow communicants.

	The ceremony itself reveals this.  The Church, through their representative, the priest, calls forth the couple's commitment to one another.  The man and woman do not ask for their vows; the Church does.  The commitment is made to the Faithful.  The purpose of their love has been raised beyond the two of them.  Of course, their devotion directly to one another is essential, but it goes further.  Their very personal commitment is in the name of and for the sake of the Faithful.  Thus, the Faithful who evoke their vows determine the full dimensions of their love.

	Consequently, instead of asking: "What is this relationship doing for me?", I have to be asking: "How is our love profiting the Faithful?".  "How do I want, through us, to be revealing the presence of the Lord in their midst?"  "How am I responding to their call to love my spouse for their sake?"

	It is their call, not mine.  The Community of Believers determine the message of the sign, not me.  I have to face two things.  First, I have to ask what I am communicating to my brothers and sisters in the Community of the Faithful by becoming this sign, this Sacrament.  Secondly, I have to acknowledge that they are calling me to this sign.  It is not I nor the two of us who have determined that I should be a sign or what that sign is.  Am I willing to respond to them on their terms?  That is most significant.

	A priest has a special calling to the Sacrament of the Eucharist; to treasure and revere it and to prophesy, by his life to the presence of that Sacrament in the midst of the Church.  So also, our couples have a very unique calling to prophecy to the Sacrament of Matrimony and to make it so present, so vibrant and alive in the midst of the Community of Believers that the People of the Church have total evidence of how irresistible they are to Jesus.


			Matrimony Not Private


	But there is more to consider in answering the question: "How is Matrimony different from marriage?".  Good people who believe in God turn to Him to make them better husbands and wives.  Other people have good marriages.  Matrimony is not a better marriage.  Indeed, many people not matrimonied have better marriages than those who are.  The quality of our love is not what makes us a Sacrament.  A Sacrament is a divine gift.  We cannot earn it by our efforts.  Furthermore, it would be arrogance to believe that Catholics are better at marriage than people of other religions.  That is part of the triumphalism which Vatican II sought to abolish.  Many good and holy couples are not sacramentally married.

	There is validity in the approach some couples take to answer this question.  Certainly God is involved, as is the gift of special marital graces.  So is the human love.  But many couples truly love one another.  Countless couples bring the Lord intimately into their love.  The basic problem in these answers is that their relationship is perceived as private, something between themselves and God.  Thus, an essential dimension of sacramentality is missing.  Sacraments are not private experiences.  They are not offered to merely better the recipient.  That they do.  But their real purpose is to deepen our intimacy with the Body of Christ, ordaining us to specific roles within the Church Community in order to share in and advance the mission of Jesus Christ.

	When marital love is a private matter between a couple and God, the vocation of the Church becomes restricted to priests, nuns and full time ecclesial employees.  The normal adult Catholic is married.  That is the core of their life experience.  We need marital love to be in the forefront of Church decisions, planning and prioritization.  Otherwise, the laity will continue to be second class Church citizens.  Unless our lay people are integrated into the Church in terms of their essential relationship, they will never play the role they are intended to assume.  That is why marriage has been raised to be a Sacrament.


LEARNING FROM ECUMENISM


	This is the age of Ecumenism.  What a wonderful grace we have received through the prompting of the Holy Spirit.  In its roots, Ecumenism holds out to us that all the Baptized are the Body of Christ.  No matter what denomination we belong to, no matter how far apart our dogmas and practices may be, that reality overrides all other considerations.  In addition, the teaching of Ecumenism is that our membership in the Body of Christ has been at the initiative of God the Father.  We have been chosen by Him to continue the mission He gave to His Son.  Therefore, it is His will that we be united.  We cannot speak effectively in His name with discordant voices.

	Much has been accomplished in the last quarter century.  Hostility and prejudice toward our fellow Christians has been sharply reduced.  More significantly, we have learned from one another and shared our graces with each other.  We pray with those of other faith experiences and have been led to reverence the goodness of others.  We still have many miles to travel along this path.  Our efforts toward unity remain fragmented.  Some seemingly ecumenical approaches are shallow.  Some are more American than they are Christian.  For example, we meet and get along well with one another on occasions.  Sometimes, though, we merely talk about "safe" matters.  We should really be sharing the fulness of our various faith experiences.  Instead, we tend to take a least common denominator approach in which we restrict our conversations to those topics with which no one would have any problem.  We cooperate in civic and social justice matters but avoid anything which might be identified as specifically Catholic.  However, even with these deficiencies, great strides have been taken.  We must redouble our efforts to completely achieve our goals.

	An area of great ecumenical richness is marriage.  By that we do not mean the increasing number of mixed marriages.  As a matter of fact though, we haven't taken advantage of that reality.  We have reduced the complications imposed by the Institutional Church enabling such couples to get a better start.  That is a real plus.  But we have evaded the underlying issues.  It has become fashionable to call marriages between Catholics and those of another faith: "Ecumenical marriages".  That title is given regardless of the faith level of the parties.  That cheapens something beautiful.  It is not ecumenical simply because the two parties have been baptized in different Churches, for it may well be that one or both have no present faith commitment.


				Christian Marriage


	What we should be prayerfully and sincerely addressing is the different faith understanding of marriage.  With the exception of the Episcopalians, Protestants do not believe that the marital love relationship is sacramental.  Catholics simply ignore that and proclaim they are Sacraments, whether they know it or not.  Imposing a Catholic view and life experience on those of other Faiths hardly seems to be in the spirit of ecumenism.  We should look at what Protestants believe about marriage and listen with our hearts.  Why cannot we open ourselves to accept that Protestants have something real and precious to say to Catholics about marriage?

	Our sisters and brothers of other Christian faiths reverence marriage.  They believe it is a sanctifying state of life.  They have absolute certainty that God smiles on the married couple and showers His blessings upon them.  They accept that marriage is a call for husbands and wives to love one another in order to fulfill God's plans for them.  Protestants see the importance of ritual in marriage.  They provide a ceremony to celebrate the couple's love, seeking God's graces for this woman and man.  They view marriage as a covenant between the couple which God honors and blesses.  Their Churches provide support: material, psychological and spiritual, for the married in their congregations.

	Nothing in their belief about marriage is in opposition to Catholic belief.  Their convictions about marriage are deeply spiritual.  We cannot help but be touched.  When the question of sacramentality arises though, we part company.  This is not merely a question of words.  It would be incorrect to say that they really have the same thing but call it by a different name.  That does not honor their beliefs and cheapens our own.  For our Christian brothers and sisters, there are only two sacraments: Baptism and Eucharist.

	They do not believe marriage to be a Church experience.  That people of the Church should assist and support the married is definitely part of their belief.  But that is a service by the Church to the couple.  They do not see the marriage of the Faithful as an essential sign of Christ's presence in our midst.  They do not believe that the married among them have been specially selected by the Lord Himself and by his Body to be prophets in their midst.  They do not see the married as the prime models of the way Jesus loves the Church, as an explicit and formal way through which the Church carries out its mission.  They surely believe that good marriages are an invaluable asset for any congregation, but not that the marriage is a Church experience.  This is because the Protestant faith experience is more personal and private.


				Divorce


	We must ponder their beliefs, honestly and openly.  They have something to say to us.  We can learn a great deal from them.  They are true believers, sincerely attempting to follow the guidance of the Holy Spirit.  We cannot just be convinced that they are wrong and we are right.  That is especially true since, while we, in the Catholic Church, proclaim the sacramentality of the married, we do not practice it in its fulness.  Listening to and respecting Protestant belief helps us to understand how they can permit divorce.  Equally important, it will enable us to comprehend why divorce is not acceptable to Catholics.  There is a present tendency to think this is just a bureaucratic rule.

	If marital love is not a Church experience, then the Church cannot be directly damaged by its breakup.  If marriage is not the prime ecclesial model for Jesus' relationship with the faithful, then divorce does not testify that Jesus' special love for His Body could sometimes not be permanent and exclusive.  Protestants are not in favor of divorce.  They regret it, seeing the sinfulness and agony involved.  Their hearts go out to the man and woman in their suffering.  Since marriage is not part of their faith identity, they see divorce as an unfortunate necessity.  It doesn't affect the person's relationship with the Church nor, more importantly, the Church's own self perception.  This makes such a difference in how they react to divorce.


				Catholics And Divorce


	Catholics do believe that Matrimony is different from marriage, even the best and holiest.  We believe that the couple are called by the Faith Community to put their love at the service of the Church.  Obviously, their human love for one another is core to the whole experience.  It is not that they are to love the Church and then it will follow that they will do right by one another.  It goes the opposite way; grace builds on nature.  They are to be completely dedicated to one another.  The People of the Church adopt that dedication and take it on as their own.  The couple offers their love relationship and the Faith Community raises that love beyond the human level, consecrating it as a Sacrament.

	We hold that the sacramental couple is one of seven essential dimensions which give us our identity.  Just as we would not be who we are without the Eucharist, we would not be ourselves without the Sacrament of Matrimony.  Our faith tells us that Matrimony is of equal importance with Holy Orders.  (This is not always lived out in practice but it is our faith.)  Catholics believe that divorce is not only destructive and painful to the couple but that the Church itself is lessened.  We do not fail to see the suffering nor are we naive enough to believe that all marriages will turn out perfectly.  But just as we hold that a priest is a priest forever, whether he lives out his priesthood or not, so we believe that a couple is a couple forever.  Since Sacramental marriage models the relationship between Jesus and the Church (Eph V), divorce testifies that Jesus could withhold his love from us.  The divorcing couple may have no intention of doing so, but their life style bespeaks this.  We are in a bind.  We wish to be compassionate toward those in dire circumstances.  We definitely don't want to create a category of unforgivable sin.  But our faith identity is at stake.



			Listening To One Another


	Our Protestant brothers and sisters could say that we have created our own problem.  Stating that everyone is a Sacrament, providing they are Baptized, puts us in a difficult position.  That is similar to ordaining everyone a priest and then having the problem of what to do with those who don't wish to be or fail to live up to it.  Fellow Christians resent the fact that we pay no attention to their beliefs.  We insist that they are a Sacrament whether they want to be or not.  This occurs not only in mixed marriages, but in the marriage between two Protestants.  They wonder at our arrogance.  By this we state that all the baptized must live a Catholic way of life, if they are married, regardless of their own personal wishes and convictions.  (We would never baptize a person against their will, but we impose Matrimony.  That is unjust.)  They believe in only two Sacraments.  With this attitude, we insist that they have a third.

	Thoughtful Protestants ask why we cannot see the goodness of both faith convictions.  In their mind, this would be an advantage, not only in our respect for them and their beliefs, but also for our own fellow communicants.  They say there must be Catholics planning to marry who don't want their love to be considered as a Church experience.  They love each another and that is as far as they want to go.  They seek the approval and blessing of the Church because their love is precious to them.  But they do not wish to assume any Church role in their marriage.  They plan to go to Church; they will raise their children Catholic, isn't that enough?  They're just not interested in being a Sacrament, if that fact goes beyond giving them some personal graces for their own relationship.

	Our Christian brothers and sisters are puzzled, if not resentful, when we say that neither Catholics nor Protestants can do it that way.  They are either a Sacrament or they are not married.  They ask: "Where is the freedom in this?  Aren't you taking away a human right?  Doesn't every man and woman have a natural right to marry?  How can the Church take away a natural right?  How can you impose upon them a state of life with its concomitant responsibilities, beyond the wishes of the couple?"  These are all questions good Protestants raise, in sincerity.  They are perplexed and often scandalized by our present marital practice.

	They could suggest to us that it doesn't have to be this way.  They see that making marriage a Sacrament has a beauty about it.  There are times when some wish they had this in their Church.  (It doesn't really help them to be told that they do have one regardless of their Church's teaching.)  But they ask: "Why shouldn't it be up to the couple?".  Christian marriage is a magnificent experience.  Couples in all Christian Churches over the centuries, have achieved great holiness.  In the extremity of marital breakup, their Churches are able to reach out with compassion.  The parties do not feel they are failures in the Church, unwelcome.

	They suggest that we should allow Christian marriage in the Catholic Community.  Then, those who wish to enter a Sacramental marriage could seek that gift from the Faithful.  Or the Faithful could invite them to accept the Sacrament at some subsequent point in their marriage (at the start, or some years later).  [Unreasonable fears can arise among Catholics that this is recommending a trial marriage.  That is not true.  The suggestion is that two blessed and sanctifying ways of living out marital love be recognized.  Both are full commitments.]

	In this way, the Church is involved in the determination of the specific couple, as Sacrament.  Just as no one makes themselves a priest, no matter how much they may desire or be worthy of it, so too should be the case in Matrimony..  It will be much clearer that Sacramental marriage is not just a marriage in which both parties are baptized believers, but that their marital love is a fully ecclesial experience, deliberately chosen as such by the couple and the Community.  Under our present practice, since everyone is a Sacrament, its value is lessened in the eyes of the people.  It is seen as ordinary, there is nothing special about it.  By having both marital relationships (Christian marriage and Sacramental marriage) in the Catholic Church, great advantages accrue.  There will be more freedom for our couples; we will not have to go through the contortions of annulments for those who have committed themselves to Christian marriage; the Sacrament will be elevated to a position of authority and responsibility in the Church.  Our Protestant brothers and sisters do not understand how we cannot see this.


			Advantages For Catholics


	It would be Ecumenical to listen to our fellow Christians on this.  This is a perfect example of how we can enrich our own faith experience by sharing with our Christian brothers and sisters.  We are not losing anything, but adding a lot.  This is not solely to address the problem of divorce.  That would be valuable in itself.  Divorce is forbidden in the Catholic Church not because it is the worst sin people ever commit.  Granted that there is sin involved: mean spiritedness, anger, vengeance, competition, not listening, to say nothing of infidelity and violence.  Some of these sins are almost always committed by both of the divorcing partners.  Pain is caused, but we have in the Church an awesome tradition of mercy and forgiveness.  The Church draws a line with divorce, not because those sins are unforgivable but because the divorcing life style contradicts what we believe about Jesus' relationship with the Church.  The Sacramental couple have been established in Scripture and Church Tradition as the prime model of the Church in our relationship with Jesus.  They are called to be prophets, through their love for one another, of how Jesus loves those who have been called to be his Body.  Divorce in such circumstances is false prophecy.

	In present circumstances, we are forced into the tangle of the annulment process.  Many good people are reluctant to believe they were never married.  They can recognize that their marriage is in disarray, but often find it impossible to accept that there was no marriage in the first place.  In addition, there is the possibility of scandal to the Faithful, when annulments are granted universally or practically so.  That practice leads people to question whether the official Church believes any and all marriages can be declared null.  A true danger exists that our people will consider the annulment process (which is good in itself, a real expression of Gospel compassion) as bureaucratic game playing.  They can perceive it as more face saving for the Institution than compassionate outreach to the suffering.  To many, annulment is Catholic divorce.  Such a belief leads to cynicism and disrespect for the Institutional Church.

	On the positive side, we could raise the Sacrament of Matrimony to its proper dignity.  Our couples still too often perceive themselves as having little significance in the Church.  While they have the title of Sacrament, it doesn't seem to have any position or authority in the Church at large.  With this change, there would be little doubt that they play an important and unique role in the Church.  We would accept Christian marriage from the Protestant faith experience, while at the same time maintaining our belief in Sacramental marriage.  It would be clear that there is a difference, not only to the individual couple, but to the whole Church.  Sacraments, by their nature, bring not only responsibilities but also privileges.  We have emphasized the responsibilities.  It is time for the Church to open the privileges of Matrimony to our couples and the whole Community.  Those privileges definitely include: the office of prophecy to the whole Church; the right to be consulted, specifically as Sacramental couples, in the agenda formation and decision making of the Catholic Community; a public platform from which they can announce their charisms to all the Faithful.

	We might be concerned that those Catholics who were engaging in Christian marriage rather than being called to a Sacramental relationship would feel deprived.  Remember, the presumption is that many couples do not want the Church involved directly in their marriage.  They want our blessing and support, period.  They do not wish to assume ecclesial responsibilities.  We would be honoring their preference.

	Furthermore, as the People of the Church are directly involved with the couple discerning the possible call to Sacramentality, they will be much more open to the influence of such couples as they create their love over the years.  Presently, most people in the Church do not perceive that couples have any specific Church function.  That attitude would change drastically, if we were to proceed in this manner.



CHANGES NEEDED


	The marital relationship is so important.  That is obviously true in regard to the individual couple.  Happiness is so dependent upon marital well-being.  No one can truly enjoy life when their marriage is not going well.  But it is equally important to the overall Faith Community.  The most prevalent vocation in the Catholic Church is the life of marriage.  The vast majority of the adult Church lives out the call of the Sacrament of Baptism in the married state.  Their success or failure determines not only their fulfillment in life but that of the Community, as well.  We could honestly say that the level of responsiveness to live out the call of the Gospel is more dependent upon the quality of our marriages than any other single factor.  Sheer numbers make that statement correct.  But it also takes into account our traditional belief that couple love is essential to the Church's self understanding.  (This concept will be developed later.)


				Single's Focus


	The present approach to the married in the Church leaves much to be desired.  The institutional dimensions of Church life receive a disproportionate amount of attention.  Those in the structured Church (hierarchy, priests, religious, theologians, full time employees) determine the agenda.  Their interests and values establish what we consider important enough to discuss.  They determine the allocation of our resources, financial and personal.  They set the priorities.  These are good people, men and women of faith, who care for people.  The problem is not their goodness but the limitations imposed by their life experience and training.  Many are celibate and bring that vision of life to their deliberations and decisions.  Others have been influenced by their education and the offices they fill.  The result is that the Sacrament of Matrimony has not loomed large in their consciousness.  It is not an everyday preoccupation of theirs nor does it appear to them as a prime resource for the Church's mission.  They look to people, as persons, exclusive of relationship.  It is a single's oriented view of life.

	We can see the effects in the operation of the Church.  The focus of spirituality, concern for the poor, worship, our apostolates is on institutional means or on personal development.  In balance, we do not deny that there is a lot of good in this approach.  We do consider it limited.  When the conservatives among us discuss frequenting the Sacraments, they mean the Eucharist and Reconciliation.  They never talk about frequenting the Sacrament of Matrimony.  Those who have heard the call of Vatican II to make a fundamental option for the poor think in terms of institutional changes or reaching out to poor individuals.  Great as far as it goes, but these principles are never considered in conjunction with the married.  Both are right, to some degree, but both overlook the significance of Matrimony.  One major result is that we become a Church based upon living up to individual spiritual potential.  The communal dimension is underdeveloped.  Our couples form the basic community.  Until they are permitted to have the power to form major policy decisions in the Church, we will remain a Church whose goals are personal perfection, whether defined in liberal or conservative terms.  We will not become a Church of intimacy and belonging, which is our call.

	The Family Life offices, set up in most dioceses, attend to marriage preparation, abortion prevention, counselling troubled marriages and the divorced.  These have great importance.  Such services are essential.  But they are problem-solving approaches.  Where is the focus on the sanctity of marriage?  How are solid couples who sacramentally love one another supported and encouraged in their love and mustered as an invaluable resource for the well-being in the Church?  At present, couples are recruited only to execute the above mentioned services.  There seems to be no place for them, nor any interest in finding one for couples, so as to fulfill their office of prophetic leadership.  It would not be surprising to learn that couples in good marriages believe that the Church has no interest in them and their love, as such.  The Church would only respond if they got into trouble.  Deep resentment exists in those who have given themselves over to full time involvement with the Institutional Church, when the Church is seen as a service station.  Many people only come to the Church when they want something.  The system is set up so that we are to look to the Church when there is a problem, not in order to spend our charisms.


				Home Grown


	We must switch our emphasis from what happens in Church offices, buildings and organizations and focus on the homes.  Again, ecumenism can play a big role here.  Our Jewish brothers and sisters are models for us.  In the Jewish faith tradition, the home plays a far bigger role than the Synagogue.  The Sabbath celebration is their main form of worship.  Their beliefs and commitments are passed on by the Jewish life in the home.  Sunday Mass, Catholic schools, Religious Education, external organizations which concentrate on various aspects of Catholic belief and practice play a much larger role in our faith development that their equivalents among our Jewish brethren.  The survival of the Jews over century after century of persecution is a miracle.  It does testify to the fact that they are God's Chosen People.  They never would have survived if they were dependent upon the institutional approach.  The home is the center of their faith experience.  Their prime Liturgy is there; their most significant education is home-bound.  As our Holy Fathers have said: "We are spiritual Semites.".  Catholics are an expression of the Jewish faith experience.  We have sprung from them.  We need to be more like them in order to be our real selves.

	There has been much discussion since Vatican II about arousing the sleeping giant of the laity.  This is a wonderful vision, certainly one inspired by the Holy Spirit.  But too often that dream of is held out in institutional terms.  We look to get lay people into the structure.  They are expected to replace the priests and nuns who formerly staffed these offices.  There is no real possibility of broad scale lay leadership developing as long as we appeal to our people in clerical, religious and full time professional employee terms.  Most do not wish to be enrolled in an institutionalized vision.  They are to be taken on their terms, in accordance with the way of life to which they have been called.

	Adult Catholics are, in overwhelming measure, married.  It is through their marital love that they fulfill God's plan for the Church.  As long as Church planning, development and activities are outside the home, they will not and cannot participate to the degree they are needed.  It will not suffice to say that the logistics of family life, considering time and responsibilities, prevent people from getting involved in the present structure.  To do so would take them away from their primary responsibilities to one another and their children.  Of even greater import though, is that such structures have been established on the basis of a single's orientation.  While of value, they do not fit the communal vision of couples.



COMMUNAL


	You were not chosen to be a Sacrament so that you would have God on your side; to make it easier for you to get along with one another.  Yes, God does love your love for one another and He helps you over any hurdles you might face in your life together.  You can always call upon Him to make up what is lacking in your love.  There are specific graces, divine powers, to assist you in your mutual devotion.  However, your sacramental relationship goes beyond what it does for you.  It is much more cosmic than having a nice couple being happy with each another.

	While nothing is more personal and intimate that the love of a man and woman in marriage, it is also most communal.  That is why we begin with a public ceremony.  This is an open proclamation to the Church and the world that we have entered into a completely different way of being, not only with one another but with them.  In this, marriage is unique.  There are other beautiful love relationships: parent and child, friend to friend.  There is magnificent intimacy in these, when at their best.  But we do not consecrate them to the service of the Church.  They are not Sacraments.  Nor do we have an public ritual which announces these relationships to the world.

	We could ask ourselves why this is so.  After all, the parent-child relationship is a unique relationship.  It is permanent and exclusive.  They are different to one another than to all others.  There is a genetic bond which exists in no other relationship.  In true friendship, there is permanence and a certain exclusivity.  Others see that they have a special intimacy with one another.  In both examples, there is an ultimate privacy about them.  In the man/woman marital love, however, there is a societal dimension.  This is recognized in all cultures.  All peoples mark marriage with a ceremony.  They do not so denote parenting or friendship.  They recognize that marital love is at the core of society.  We do not pay enough honor to that reality, in the Church.  We must constantly remind ourselves that it is the Sacrament of Matrimony not parenting.  There is a tendency to believe we are talking about marriage when we actually are addressing family relationships.  Underneath this tendency is the ill-at-easeness about sex which still perdures in the Church.  It is much more comfortable to talk about the parent-child relationship.

	The purpose of a marriage ceremony is not only to rejoice with the couple but to put our seal on their love, to embrace it and to take possession of it as ours.  We accept their love as special to them and proclaim that it is equally special to us.  We take responsibility for their life together and announce that how they love one another is important to us, not only for their well being, since we love them, but for ours.  The ceremony states that their love is not private.  It is to be a communal experience.  Their love while deeply personal, is to be an essential resource of the Community in its vocation to proclaim the Good News of Jesus Christ.


				Countercultural


	The Church's revealed attitude toward the married is not very American.  In our culture, we see marriage as strictly between the man and woman.  How they live their lives is strictly their choice, based on what they personally find pleasing.  They are on their own, to make it or break it.  They choose the goals and horizons.  Their love can be dutiful, totally devoted, grudging, 50/50, a little bit of everything.  They can even decide that the other is not for them and leave.  We have, in our society, put aside the communal dimension of marriage.

	This statement can be difficult to accept fully because of our training.  It can appear to denigrate the specialness of the couple.  Actually, the opposite is the case.  All of us, in our heart of hearts, would like to make a significant contribution to this world.  We would not like to have passed through without meaning.  Yet, we believe the only way we can do this is with our marketable talents and skills.  We consider those the public and communal gifts we have.  So it is our intelligence, leadership, energy, imagination, ability to make money, discoveries or inventions.  Most of us are not that talented, nor do we have the opportunities to utilize the ones we have, in more than ordinary ways.  Glorious exceptions to this exist but for the majority of us, this is all too true.

	We certainly do not think that our marriage can make a major difference to this world.  We know it makes a great deal of difference to us but we see ourselves as just one little couple among millions.  We might admit that how we raise our children has a societal dimension.  If they develop well, the country has gained.  If they are uneducated, addicts or criminals, they are a drain on the nation's resources.  But our marriage appears to matter to no one but ourselves.

	The Church sees the love of the couple as basic to its mission.  That is why marriage has been raised to the dignity of a Sacrament.  In the understanding and belief of the Faithful, Matrimony is the leaven in the mass, raising us to new heights of love.  Their love has to be not only for their sake, but for ours.  Matrimony is not an oasis, a place to withdraw from the world.  Their devotion has to be at our disposal.  Even in the restricted development of doctrine which existed in the old Baltimore Catechism, Matrimony was identified, along with Holy Orders as one of the social Sacraments.  We did not give adequate notice to that pairing but it has tremendous meaning.  These Sacraments are most definitively ecclesial Sacraments, in the sense that they focus on ordaining members of the Faith Community to the service of that Community.  It would be of considerable value to use the word ordination in conjunction with the Matrimonied.  We are not saying that the ordination of the Matrimonied is the same as that of the priest.  They are two different Sacraments.  But in both cases, the focus of the vocations is to be at the disposal of the People of the Church.


			Faithfulness To The Church


	No Sacrament exists outside the Church.  When we talk about the Sacrament of Matrimony we are speaking of a Church experience.  Matrimony is a life call Of the Church, To the Church and For the Church.  Any couple who wishes to live, in full measure, the Sacrament of Matrimony must have a tender devotion to the Church.  Just as a man cannot truly fulfill his marriage unless he loves his wife, we cannot be Sacraments unless we love the Church, that is, the Catholic People.

	Because we are so institutionalized, we tend to take that phrase `Faithfulness to the Church' in terms of dogma, ritual, morality.  Those have their place.  They are important.  But that is not what we mean here.  When we talk about this, we mean fidelity to the People of the Church.  In other words, we mean an incarnational loyalty.  Ever since Jesus, everything should be incarnate, of flesh and blood, personal.  We have been entirely too objective in our approach to the Church.  Our fellow Catholics are the ones to whom we should be faithful.  When we talk about fidelity in marriage, we mean something intensely personal.  Yes, it sometimes happens that some people are more faithful to their vows rather than to one another.  They are people of integrity.  They have given their word and they will keep their commitment.  That is certainly better than breaking them.  But that is not the ideal.  A wife/husband should be so full of devotion to the other that the possibility of infidelity never arises.  The same is true in the Church.  We are called to one another rather than to an institution.


			The Call Is To The Faithful


	Unfortunately, many of us are more devoted to the Church than to one another.  We are most faithful to the teachings, rituals and practices of Catholicism but Catholics are something else again.  We can take or leave them.  They are like anyone else, some good, some bad, some indifferent.  We talk about loyalty to the parish.  Our real call is to be lovers of our fellow parishioners.  It can easily happen that we have very little relationship with them.  Even when we do have a real relationship with some of them it is not based on their being fellow parishioners but because of some natural attraction.  That misses the whole point of being Catholic.  For instance a man or woman could do all the right things in their marriage but lack a great deal of intimacy and affection between them.  The essence would therefore  be missing.  Tragically, many people believe we can be Catholic simply by our acceptance of Catholicism.  The most significant aspect of being Catholic is our relationship with Catholics.

	A call to the Church is not to join an organization with its attendant rules, regulations and responsibilities.  It is to immerse ourselves in the Faith Family.  We are to be in full communion with our brothers and sisters in the Lord.  When the question is raised: "What is a good Catholic?", the answers are likely to consist of how many times we go to Mass, whether we send our children to Catholic School or, at least, religious instruction, our activity in Church organizations, avoiding certain sins, etc.  All those have great value.  But such a response is similar to a husband defining his success as a spouse along the lines of: "I come home on time every night, I have a good job to support my family, I would never sleep around, I do the chores around the house promptly and cheerfully.".  Fine and good.  But the essence of being a husband is how tenderly and completely he loves his wife.  The same is true in the Church.  It is wonderful that we do all the Church things well, but the most important dimension of being Catholic is how devoted we are to our fellow Catholics.  Catholicism doesn't make me Catholic, Catholics make me Catholic.  That is not the way we have been taught.  The teaching still is along the lines of whats rather than who.  This has to change.  So many of our young are leaving the Church because they find it to be so impersonal.  They are looking for relationships.


			Call To Com-union


	In discussing Matrimony as a Sacrament, we cannot merely restrict ourselves to how much we do for one another or even how much we love one another.  That would be marriage, not Matrimony.  Nor can we look at the Catholic things we do and the Catholic beliefs we hold.  Matrimony is a vocation to be in intimate communion with one another in the midst of and at the service of the Faithful.  In addressing the question of how Sacramental we are, it is necessary to look at who is in our home, who has the most influence upon us.  Who forms our values; to whom do we turn for advice and direction?  With whom do we make our decisions?

	It could develop that our closest friends happen to be Catholic.  That is good but we then have to question whether they have become intimates of ours specifically because they are Catholic.  It might be that they are our friends on the basis of compatibility or common bonds, such as jobs or the age of our children.  Their faith is not the center of our relationship with them.  We are not suggesting that we are to talk about religious topics all the time.  We are saying that essential to our devotion to one another as friends should be the bonding we have received in our sacraments.

	A call to intimacy with our fellow Catholics should not be looked upon as burdensome.  This is hardly a penance.  It should be considered a blessing; one of the fruits the Lord gives in choosing us as one of His own.  (It is interesting to note that Paul had a powerful experience of Jesus.  The instruction Jesus then gave him was to go to Damascus.  In other words, join the Community.  He was to immerse himself in their life.  That is how Paul was to certify that his meeting with Jesus was not ephemeral.  Even though he was a powerful leader, the Community kept him with them for several years before allowing him to begin his missionary journeys.  They realized that he couldn't preach Christ until he had experienced his Body and internalized what it meant to belong to them.)

	The same is true for us.  Catholicism, standing on its own can be cold and demanding.  Closeness to one another in the Church is warm and welcoming.  When a man and woman marry, each has their own ideas about what a good marriage is.  Since they are good people those ambitions are well worthwhile.  But they have to listen and respond to one another so that the marriage becomes theirs instead of his or hers.  The same is true in the Church.  We each have our own thoughts about the Church, each of us has our own special graces.  We can only be as fully Catholic through our relationship with other Catholics.

	This vocation to be in intimacy with each other is a basic call of Baptism.  But there is an added necessity for those who are Matrimonied.  They cannot understand the full sacramentality of their love by themselves.  Marriage would be between the two of them.  Matrimony is a Church affair.  It is a tripartite relationship - husband, wife and Community.  We need the people of the Church in order to be able to live out our love for one another as a Sacrament.  It is not merely a question of knowing what the official Church teaches about marriage.  We need to be immersed in a Catholic lifestyle.

	There is no suggestion here that we be in deep relationship with everyone in the parish.  That would be impossible.  We cannot be intimate with large numbers of people.  What we do suggest is that we choose specific people from the parish with whom we form close relationships.  We should choose them in human terms: mutual attraction and chemistry, common interests, etc.  But we should also look to what they can give us spiritually.  Their devotion to the Catholic Community should be an important part of our selection process.  This is not usually done; the whole burden of being Catholic rests upon ourselves.  As a consequence, the ideals and norms of our marital relationship become those of the general society in which we live instead of that of the Church.  We aim at what we determine is a good marriage, instead of being led and inspired by the Community of the Faithful.

	Naturally, when we talk about forming friendships in the Church more is meant than what passes for friendship in this culture.  We don't mean pleasant companions with whom we socialize.  We intend that we form deep interpersonal relationships with them.  They are to become intimates of ours, not merely leisure time companions.  For further development of this concept a review of the Booklets: Friends Make A Difference and Little Seeds from the Celebrate Love Series would be of value.

	What has been said here concerning the necessity of forming close personal friendships with other Catholics to meaningfully live out the Sacrament of Matrimony is not given with any sense of blame attached.  It is intended to be a gift, offering more in your life.  Whatever fault that could be ascribed goes to the overall Church, not the individual couples.  The Institutional Church because it has been wrapped up in its own concerns has not asked our couples to make Catholics central to their faith experience.

	This suggestion should not be looked upon as another burden or obligation laid upon us by the Institutional Church.  The intention is to make it easier, by having our fellow communicants walk the road with us.  We offer this as a gift, not a chore.



WHY A SACRAMENT?


	The question could properly be posed: "Why has marriage been elevated to the Sacramental level?  Why make such a big deal of this?  Human love is pretty wonderful in itself.  What is the purpose of getting the Church involved in this?  I can see how God should be part of our love.  But He's the only one we really need.  This Church business just seems an unnecessary complication.  I got married in Church, go to Church on Sunday, read Scripture, bring my children to Religious Instruction and try to love my wife/husband to the best of my ability.  Isn't that enough Catholic?  I'm sure being told we are a Sacrament brings a certain amount of satisfaction along with it.  It brings the God dimension into it and that is important to me.  But you seem to be making it so much more.  We don't mind being told that we should get married in accordance with Church rules and regulations.  It was nice being married at the altar.  We wanted the graces and blessings.  Nor do we object to sermons about marriage and being called to certain responsibilities in the Church, especially in regard to our children.  That can be helpful.  But basically, we just want to be normal and have a good life with one another.  How can you say marriage and Matrimony are intrinsically different and that difference is of great import to the Church itself?".

	These are legitimate inquiries.  They require an honest and sincere response, if we expect our couples to understand and be attracted to living their marriage as a Sacramental way of life.  As mentioned previously, this means more that loving each other well.  It also goes beyond being holy.  Marriage can be and often is sanctifying.  You don't have to be sacramental to be a wonderful couple, enormously pleasing to God.


			Scripture And The Couple


	The best place to find answers to these questions is Scripture.  This is the Book of our People, inspired by the Holy Spirit.  It is one of the prime sources of our beliefs and a main guide to the life style expressive of the Community's values and ideals.  Two main passages are the foundation for the Church's teachings about the husband/wife relationship.

	Eph. 5: 21-33.  "Give way to one another in obedience to Christ.  Wives should regard their husbands as they regard the Lord, since as Christ is the head of the Church and saves the whole body, so is a husband the head of his wife; and as the Church submits to Christ, so should wives to their husbands, in everything.  Husbands should love their wives just as Christ loved the Church and sacrificed himself for her to make her holy.  He made her clean by washing her with water with the form of words, so that when he took her to himself she would be glorious, with no speck or wrinkle or anything like that, but holy and faultless.  In the same way, husbands must love their wives as they love their own bodies; for a man to love his wife is for him to love himself.  A man never hates his own body, but he feeds it and looks after it; and that is the way Christ treats the Church, because it is his body - and we are its living parts.  For this reason, a man must leave his mother and father and be joined to his wife, and the two will become one body.  This mystery has many implications; but I am saying it applies to Christ and the Church.  To sum up; you too, each one of you, must love his wife as he loves himself; and let each wife respect her husband.".

	This passage has been misunderstood and badly used in the past.  Individual statements have been taken out of context and used to support the subordination of women.  That is horrible, completely contrary to the mind of God.  Whatever Paul says about the responsibility of the wife toward the husband is in the context of the husband taking the initiative in love.  What he asks of the wife is in a context in which her husband treats her as Christ treats the Church.  Christ surrenders himself for us in the Church.  Therefore, the leadership role assigned to the husband is surrender.  The husband is to give himself over completely to his wife.  Then, the wife is asked to be responsive to him.  He offers himself to her first.  This is what Christ did.  He did not call for us to give ourselves to him until he had first submitted himself for us.  There is absolutely no indication of male superiority or chauvinism in this teaching of Paul.  He calls for the exact opposite.  He asks the husband to make no distinction between his wife and himself.  He is to treat he as he treats his own body.  In other words, he is to do exactly as Jesus does.  Jesus treats us, in the Church, as his Body.

	Jesus came not to bind us but to free us.  He does not lord it over us but comes as one who is meek and humble of heart.  He is the role model for the man who has committed himself in love to a woman.  There is no subordination.  Paul recognized how his words could be misinterpreted so he spent a great deal of time emphasizing the man's responsibility to his wife.  It appears that he is not worried about the wives.  He is confident in the power of their goodness and love.  He only touches on their obligations in passing and spends the bulk of his attention on the husband.  He points to the example of Christ in everything he tells the husband to do.  When he mentions leadership, it is in terms of how Christ LOVES the Church.  The leadership is not a military, political or authoritarian one.  It is not controlling but loving.  He tells the man that he is to lead the way Christ leads.  He wants it very definite that this leadership is not for the sake of the man but that of the woman.  He doesn't put the man in charge of the woman.  He puts him at her service.  Christ takes the initiative toward us.  He gives himself over completely to us, as does the husband to his wife.

	Paul is still not satisfied that his point has been made.  So he tries again.  He says a husband should love his wife as he loves his own body.  That is, he is to love her as he loves his very self.  He is to make no distinction between himself and his wife.  So there is no superiority here.  To stress what he is saying, he repeats the comparison of the husband's attitude toward his wife with that of Christ toward the Church.  He reminds us that the Church is the body of Christ.  We are its living parts.  Christ has identified himself with us.  His whole focus is on our well being.  That is the role of the husband towards his wife, to do the same.  His whole way of being is to be for her sake.

	Too often, both men and women select what he said about wives; the one with resentment, the other with self justification.  Both blind themselves to the revelation offered here.  The husband's vocation, like that of Christ to the Church, is to bring freedom to his wife.  His total undemanding love is to free her from all hurts and limitations which have been imposed upon her in the past.  He gives up his self possession and makes himself hers, just as Christ made himself ours.

	At the end of the passage, he puts a summary.  He wants to make sure that we have gotten what he is saying.  He puts it very clearly and succinctly.  "To sum up, you too, each of you, must love his wife as he loves himself; and let each wife respect her husband.".  He very strongly emphasizes that the husband is to identify himself completely with his wife.  When a husband does that, he can seek nothing but to be good to and for her.  Interestingly enough, he changes the words that he used in instructing the wives in the beginning of this passage.  He initially used the word submission.  Now he calls for respect.  Actually, that is a much higher call.  But notice that it is after his direction to the husbands.  Her respect is called forth to the husband who loves her as he loves himself.  Her respect is not in a vacuum.

	These words of Paul are the Magna Carta of Sacramental marriage.  Toward the end, he reflects upon what he has written and sees the awesomeness of it.  He admits this is beyond the human.  He says: "This mystery has many implications.".  His inspiration about marital love lifts us beyond mere flesh and blood.  He is very clear in his own mind that what he has just said about husbands and wives is beyond mere human comprehension.  He himself is not certain of all it implies.  One thing he is definite about is that the mystery of Sacramental marriage applies to Christ and the Church.  This is not about the normal good relationship between husbands and wives.  This is part of divine revelation and part of our unconditional acceptance of Christ in the Church.  He makes the marital relationships of the Faithful ecclesial.  In other words, sacramental couples are essential to our understanding and acceptance of Christ's choice of us as his Body.  His Epistle is addressed to the whole Church, not merely the married.

	This, in no way, reduces the other beautiful vocations in the Church.  Each have their part in fulfilling the mission of the Lord.  But he assigns to the Sacrament of Matrimony the specific charism of revealing to the People of the Church their very own identity.  We are the Body of Christ.  The couple's total love of one another and complete responsiveness to one another, making no distinction between self and the other, is the prime prophetic voice in the Church as to how Jesus and ourselves interact.  Sacramental couples are not only called to love one another and the Lord with exquisite tenderness and devotion.  They are to model to the Community of the Faithful what it means to be the Body of Christ.  All the Baptized receive as their vocation the call to accept membership in his Body but our couples are to assume the leadership by identifying in incarnational terms how we are to interact with one another in the Church, as the Body of Christ.


			The Couple In The Church


	The Sacrament of Matrimony is absolutely essential to the ecclesial identity.  We cannot be our full selves as Church without the Sacrament of Matrimony.  If that statement were made about the Eucharist, no one would quarrel.  None of us would doubt that we would be essentially different as Church were we lacking the Eucharist.  But Matrimony doesn't seem that essential.  In fact, were you to ask Catholics what made them different from other religions, they would mention Holy Communion, maybe Reconciliation, Mary, and probably, most would mention the Pope.  But it is most unlikely that they would speak of Matrimony as an essential distinction.  That shows what a job is before us, not only for the sake of our couples in the Church and their rightful dignity but even more, for the whole Church's self understanding.

	Paul takes the human love of husband and wife and perceives the fuller dimension which has been brought about by the entrance of the Lord and his people into the relationship.  He clearly takes the marital love of the couple who has been joined to the Body of Christ, beyond their responsibility to love one another to the highest possible degree.  It is there, of course, for all God's children.  Now, for those in communion with the Faithful in the Lord, he speaks of their love being elevated to a whole new dimension.  Their devotion to one another is one of the prime resources of the Church.  It is not just that we wish them well because they are part of us and we care for their happiness.  Paul is saying we in the Church need our Sacramental couples in order to understand who the Lord has made us to be, to him and one another.  Furthermore, the Sacramental couple empowers the rest of us to live up to that vision.

	Like Sacramental husbands and wives, all of us in the Faith Community are to make no distinction between ourselves and the other members of the Lord's Body.  We are to be bonded to them in total love.  We are to belong to them and find our meaning in life through our relationship with them, in the Lord.  We are to give ourselves over to the Faithful, as the Lord has given himself to us.  This is a bit of a shock.  We are inclined to see the Church as a wonderful organization with beautiful and uplifting customs, rituals and practices.  Here, we are being informed that intimacy, the kind of intimacy husbands and wives experience, is to be the way we experience being members of the Church.  Our couples, by their totalness with each other, show us that this is possible and desirable.

	Consequently, the Church is not merely to be a benevolent influence in our lives.  It does not stand on the sidelines of a marriage, offering advice, direction, support and help when required.  The Church's own self definition is at stake.  The Faithful won't even know who they are called to be without the Sacrament of Matrimony.

	This revelation of Paul about the importance of the Sacrament of Matrimony for the mission of Jesus Christ is not merely for the sake of our couples in the Church.  Obviously, it should bring them a sense of awe and gratitude since their love for one another has been taken on by the Lord and raised in its potential beyond their wildest dreams.  They should have a great awareness of their own dignity and worth, a value beyond theirs to create.  It offers them a revered place in the Church.  They are literally invaluable.  No one, no matter how faith filled and holy, can replace them.  Only they can fulfill this responsibility.  The key message about the Church is that it is a vocation of total and irrevocable relationship.  The couple is unique in their ability to proclaim and prophecy to that.

	So, while this revelation is of the greatest possible significance to our Sacramental couples, it is of equal importance to the rest of us in the Church.  The natural inclination of good people who have accepted the call to follow Jesus is to build a personal relationship with him and to live up to his commands and invitations as individuals.  The Sacrament of Matrimony is a necessary corrective to that.  Our couples by their very life with one another and us, constantly remind us that personal perfection is not the ecclesial vocation.  It is belonging to the Faithful.

	Vatican II has been a magnificent turning point in our life as Catholics.  All of us recognize that the Church will never be the same, for which we are eternally grateful.  It has been a prophetic call to cleansing and reformation.  However, there is the implicit understanding that the way Vatican II is to achieve its fullest success is for the institutional Church to change drastically and each of the 800,000,000 million Catholics in the world would turn their lives around and live out the Beatitudes.  Certainly, it would be a big step forward for the Institution to cease being so defensive and controlling.  It would be grand if each member of the Church intensely carried out the spiritual and corporal works of mercy personally.  But that wouldn't give us the Church to which we have been called.  We would then have 800,000,000 saints.  Hardly to be sneezed at but still not our vocation.  The Sacrament of Matrimony reminds us that we are not just to do good things but to make disciples, to bond people to ourselves in the Lord, in full communion with one another.

	So, in a very real way, we can say that the Church needs our couples more than the couples need the Church.  Of course, we need one another.  The couple would not be Sacramental without us.  They do not make themselves a Sacrament; we do.  They marry one another and we raise them to Matrimony.  There is no Sacrament outside the Church.  But they reveal to us the communion we are called to achieve.  They model the closeness and dedication to one another to which we are called as Catholics.  We should not be merely a Church but a people.  As the opening prayer of the Third Eucharist Prayer says: "From age to age you gather a people to yourself so that from east to west a perfect offering can be made to the glory of your name."  That little letter `a' is so important.  In too many cases, it is people who flock in and out of Church on Sunday.  We are not A people but individuals, worshipping in common.  We develop little relationship with those with whom we worship.


			Corinthians 7: 3-4


	St. Paul takes it beyond that.  The poor man has gotten a bum deal.  His reputation is one of being a misogynist and anti-marriage.  Actually, of all the early Church leaders, he was the one who was most sensitized to the potential of the couple.  He saw how Matrimony was an essential dimension of God's plan for the establishment of His Church and the salvation of the world.  He did not treat marriage pietistically or morally.  He did not speak about couples in terms of having them do better with one another and how to avoid the pitfalls.  He offered a vision.  He made them an integral part of our Father's revelation.  He gave them a unique and irreplaceable role in the Church.  In a real way, he ordained them to a leadership role in the Church.

	He goes a step further: I Cor. 7: 3-4.  "The husband must give his wife what she has a right to expect, and so too the wife to the husband.  The wife has no rights over her own body; it is the husband who has them.  In the same way, the husband has no rights over his body; the wife has them.".  With Paul, the body he speaks of is mot solely the physical.  He speaks of the person here.  He is saying that the married person is to turn self over to the beloved.  He is taking what was said in Genesis: "...And the two shall become one flesh." and spells that out further.  He is talking about the unity of love making as the symbol of the deeper integration of personhood to which this Sacrament calls us.  His ideal for the couple is not solely that they get along with one another in mutual peace and harmony.  To him, that is fine and good but even the pagans can do that.  We have been touched and taken over by the Lord.  There is more we can ambition.  We have the very power of God Himself, added to our human love.

	Without using the word, Paul is talking about salvation here.  He states that the redemption Jesus came to bring is a flight from egoism.  He speaks to his couples and invites them to find their fulfillment in the other, not self.  The husband is to find his life's purpose in making his wife happy.  The wife is to come to her meaning by bringing joy to her husband.  This is a living example of the Gospel teaching that unless we die we shall not have life in us.  This is the death to self to which Jesus invites us.

	Marriage in the Church is not to be an exchange of services and satisfactions.  We are no longer to maintain our identities privately, but to merge into one another so that I find my me in us.  There is no loss of personhood in this Pauline vision of marriage.  He does not suggesting that the man and woman become less themselves but that they expand themselves and become more, in, with and through the other.  What was said in Ephesians V could well have been repeated here: "  This is a great mystery.".  Our culture insists that we have to have separate identities.  We look down on societies which emphasize the common good.  Our focus is on personal rights and, to a much lesser extent, personal responsibilities.  We are puzzled, if not shocked, at this passage.  How can I be myself, if I turn my body (myself) over to my wife/husband?  Yes, we come together in mutual love and affection in intercourse, when each of us personally decides to do so.  Scripture tells us that we have gotten beyond that stage.  As Jesus has given his body (his whole self) over to us, then a husband is to give his body to his wife (and she to him.).  It is not his body anymore; it (he) is hers.  That is the main point to understand here.  The commitment of marriage is Gospel terms is not merely to give love making to one another but to give my full self to my beloved.

	In the thought process which leads Paul to this teaching about the Sacramental couple, another dimension is involved.  He never loses sight of the full picture.  The center of his life and all his thinking is the man he met on the road to Damascus, Jesus Christ.  He was taken over in that moment and from that day he was passionately consumed with an urgency to proclaim the Glad Tidings of the Lord.  He was a true apostle.  He couldn't keep it to himself.  He wanted all to have the full flavor and meaning of the redemptive presence of Jesus in our midst.  He was always looking for ways to transmit to the people to whom he preached the fullest possible understanding of how Jesus immerses himself in the lives of those who are chosen for him by the Father throughout history.  Paul's genius and inspiration from the Spirit led him to see that the full self donation of the couple was the closest human experience to the way Jesus has turned himself over to us, as his Body.


		   The Couple And The Trinity


	The single most significant revelation of Christ to us is the inner nature of God.  Jesus revealed that God was not a single isolated individual but persons in relationship.  Through Jesus, we know there is Father, Son and Spirit.  But our tendency is to individualize and separate them.  We accept each as fully God.  But we identify their godliness in terms of individuated qualities: power, wisdom, holiness, etc.  Those are significant expressions of godly qualities.  There is no question that each is a full Person.  The inner nature of God, however, is their total love communion.  It is one God.  When we overemphasize the separateness of their personhood, we can at least implicitly, end up with three Gods who get along well with one another and cooperate fully in their interactions with humanity.  As John says: "God is love.".  In other words, God is persons in relationship.  That is the essence of the Godhead.  Their Divinity is the total personal presence and responsiveness of Father, Son and Spirit to each other.

	That whole concept is terribly difficult for us to grasp.  Worse, it doesn't necessarily seem that attractive.  We have been so individuated by our culture, so trained into personal development and accomplishment that we are much more open to understanding a god of separate personhood.  There is no question that there are three complete persons in God.  The Father is the Father, etc.  But their unity is what makes them God.  Notice that their names are relational.  The Father is not the Father without the Son and vice versa.  His very name calls for other.  There is no Father by himself.  The prime identifying quality of God is not any individual quality but their mutual intimacy and absorption in one another.  They do not lose their personhood in this absorption; they become even more themselves through their unity.  The couple is the best model we have in human terms of the very nature of the Trinity.

	Paul is inspired to see that this is the intrinsic nature of love.  All love is modeled on God.  Marital love is the most intense and complete love humans can experience.  They are capable of an intimacy, unique in this world.  So Paul calls them to reach for a full and Godly love relationship.  He announces to the couple that their vocation is to hand themselves over to one another, to find themselves and their meaning in life in that very self donation.  This is an echo of Jesus' words: "Unless a man lose his life, he shall not find it.".


			Missions Of The Couple


	When we put those two passages of Scripture together, Ephesians and I Corinthians, we have revealed to us the powerful missions of the Sacrament of Matrimony.  Our husbands and wives, in the Church, have been called to reveal to us the very identity of God himself.  The couple can achieve a totality of intimacy and belonging beyond all other human relationships.  We simply would not even consider handing over our full personhood under any other circumstances.  Even the relationship of mother and child is not that total.  In fact, one of the prime roles of the father in the family is to call the child to a separate identity from the mother.  But in Matrimony, when we truly are devoted to one another, we can seek to find our full selves in the beloved.  That is why lovers can say things like: "I could eat you all up.".  There is no suppression of personhood but a magnificent fulfillment, just as there is with God.

	This prophetic purpose of the couple's life with each another is combined with that of revealing the inner nature of the Church to itself.  Thus, our couples have been given a mission which only they can fulfill.  We are poverty stricken in the Church because our couples have not been allowed to have the influence upon us they are called to exert.  Our self understanding and self identification as Church is inadequate, as is our perception of the true nature of God.  We need to recognize and honor our couples so that we can be our full selves, as Church.

	The act of love making between Sacramental couples is an expression of intimacy which echoes the Eucharist.  It teaches important lessons for the members of the Church to apply to their experience of the Eucharist.  In love making, the purpose is to bring the couple into rapturous communion with one another.  The act itself is wonderful but incomplete without the unity of persons which is its main goal.  Couples would certainly testify that if such closeness and personal awareness does not occur, there is an emptiness, an incompleteness about even the most pleasurable sex.  The same is true in the Eucharist.  It is wonderful in itself, a true miracle but its prime purpose is to create intimacy.  Most Catholics would accept that statement.  But they apply it to Jesus alone.  The unity the Eucharist calls us to is with his Body, our fellow believers.  When this does not occur, when we are private about Holy Communion, when it is just Jesus and me, I have as much missed the point as when the couple have sex for sex's sake.  I cannot separate Jesus from his Body.

	The words with which Jesus instituted the Eucharist and offered are: "This is my Body.".  That is exactly what husbands and wives do in their love making.  They say to one another: "This is my body.".  It is a total gift of intimacy and belonging as is Jesus' gift of himself to us.  In both cases, the body is used as a symbol of total self donation.  The Eucharist is not merely an act of eating, it is a bonding of Jesus and ourselves.  He gives his whole self over to us.  So too, love making between a married couple is not merely an act of sex.  Rather, it is a sign between them of turning the whole self over to the beloved.

	Jesus also says, on the occasion of the Eucharist: "Do this in remembrance of me.".  He is using the word `remember' in the Jewish sense: "Make me present to you.".  He is looking for much more than just a fond recollection.  He intends Communion to be an occasion for us to experience him in his totality.  Love making for the married couple is the occasion when they are most fully present to one another.  They become absorbed in each other.  Both the Eucharist and marital love making are calls to full personal communion.

	An essential dimension of the marital call is the suppression of egoism.  Jesus has called us to `death to self'.  Obviously, this is difficult.  We are naturally so conscious of ourselves, our needs and desires.  It takes a lifetime of loving effort to get beyond our selves.  That is why God gives the married the charism of the sexual relationship and has made Matrimony a sexual Sacrament.  When the couple turn themselves over to one another sexually, in truly loving fashion, they are least filled with self.  Their whole attention is on the other.  This special sexual intimacy is to be a mark and source of their total intimacy.


				Domestic Church


	Something for your consideration.  You are a Domestic Church.  That is how Vatican II refers to the couple and family.  That should be a source of great satisfaction to you.  Realize how important you are.  What a special title you have been given!  Please be aware of the honor bestowed upon you.  Names are very important.  You know how carefully you selected the names of your children.  Part of what determined your ultimate selection was that you wanted to express the kind of person you wanted your child to turn out to be.  You were taking an important step in identifying to all and, especially in days to come, the child him/herself, the personality you hoped them to become.  Names make a difference.  We use them to establish relationship.  That is why we have pet names in a family and nicknames among friends.  But the most important naming is that of a parent for a child.  By the name we choose, we tell that person the hopes and dreams we have for her/him.  We call them to the identity we desire them to ultimately establish.  For example, when we choose a trendy name we could be preparing them to be one of the crowd.

	The Church, in naming you the Domestic Church, reveals its hopes and dreams for you.  The name is a vocation.  That is who we the People of God see you to be.  You are our introduction to the world around.  We send our most attractive to invite people into our midst.  The Institutional Church is too big and formal for most people's tastes.  So we call them to us through you.  We proclaim that the love you have for one another is the love that those outside the Church can expect to discover when they join us.  The name Domestic Church is not just an appellation.  It identifies you to yourselves and to us.  It gives you not merely a title but a specific role in the Community.  Your are our outreach to those who are not yet in communion with us.  You are missionaries.  It is interesting to note that when Jesus sent his disciples out he sent them two by two.  Your coupleness is what most proclaims the beauty of the Church.

	What should be very clear is that the name is Domestic Church, not Wayside Shrine.  The latter is a place that people pass and for which they find a certain attraction.  It is different from the usual scenery.  There might be a certain admiration for its creators and maybe some pious thoughts elicited by viewing it, but little more.  A Church, little or big, is entirely different.  A Church is for worship and evangelization.  If it stands on its own, it may be impressive but it has no impact.  A Church must of its very nature be a call to form community, in the name of the Lord and for the sake of His People.

	That is why, at Baptism, we insisted upon a sponsor.  We asked that one of us be chosen to be our spokesperson to you, all your life.  That person was to take on the responsibility to assure that we were part of your life.  Isn't the Church wonderful?  We didn't give you books or practices.  We gave you a loving flesh and blood person to hug you into our midst.

	We baptized you because we believed in your parents and their Sacrament.  We shared with you what is most precious to us, a Sacrament.  We did so because we trusted in the love your parents had for us.  We believed that they would make us present to you as you grew in wisdom, age and grace.  We were confident that their love for us would become your love for us and when you reached adulthood you would be ours.  Our faith is not in propositions but in persons.  Everything in the Catholic Church is personal, incarnational.

	That was such a beautiful expression coined by the Fathers in Vatican II, in referring to the couple and their children as the Domestic Church.  This was not merely an effort to be nice and to give our couples a pat on the back.  A deep theological meaning is involved.  It is similar to their reference to the Church, as the People of God.  By that title, they were reversing seeing the Church predominantly as an institution.  It will take time for that reality to be absorbed by priests, religious and laity.  Much surrender on the part of religious and clergy and the assumption of responsibility by the part of the laity needs to take place.  But the principle has been established by the emphatic identification of the Church as the People of God.

	So too with the title - Domestic Church.  That is a powerful statement.  It is saying that the couple and their children have the characteristics of the overall Church.  The way they live their lives together is to indicate how we are to live with one another in the Church.  It fits very well with People of God but also provides a corrective to a possible improper interpretation of that phrase.  When we make the family the model, it becomes clear that it is not persons of God but the People of God.  In other words, we are to be united, belonging to one another in mutual openness and responsiveness.  That unity is not an external one based solely upon common beliefs and practices but there is to be a personal communion.  We certainly would not consider a family successful merely because they did all the necessary and correct things for one another.  Their personal interaction makes them a good family.  The same is true in the Church.  Doing all the Catholic things is not sufficient, good though they are.  We must be personally immersed in the lives of our fellow Catholics.  This, of course, goes completely against the tenor of modern Western civilization.  Privacy and independence have become the ultimate values upon which we are to base our lives.  The vision presented in the Council is a needed corrective.

	The Fathers of Vatican II were truly divinely inspired in pronouncing both those phrases - People of God and Domestic Church.  They must be taken in conjunction with one another.  It is the People of God under the prophetic leadership of our Sacramental couples.  We must stress that only the family was given the title: "Domestic Church".  There was no intention on the part of the members of the Council to denigrate the rest of us.  We are all equally and fully members of the Body of Christ.  But the Domestic Church is the entry point into the larger community and the light which reveals to all of us our vocation to belong to one another, to be a Faith Family and not merely a congregation who agree on certain dogmas and rituals.

	We cannot, in honesty, say that Vatican II went into full depth concerning the Sacrament of Matrimony.  No document was focused specifically on Matrimony.  The married are still perceived as a separate category who deserve our compassionate concern but they have not yet been integrated into leadership positions.  They are not recognized as part of the teaching office of the Church.  We have to be impatiently patient about this.  After all, we have centuries of neglect to overcome.  However, a wonderful foundation has been laid by the expression - Domestic Church.  From that starting point will flow an ever expanding involvement of our couples into the life of the Church.  By that title, we have established a uniqueness about our couples and families.  We have pointed a direction for them to proceed in assuming their responsibilities to the rest of the Community.  They are to model the Church itself.  This is not to be interpreted to primarily mean that they are to take on the characteristics of the big Church and apply it to family life.  That is true to say and will lead to great families.  But, of even greater significance, they are to show the rest of us how we are to be in the big Church.  The flow travels both ways.  We are to look to them and their way of living to learn how we are to belong to our fellow Catholics.  Only when this is accepted and integrated into the overall life of the Community, will we begin to have a deeper understanding of what it means to be the Body of Christ.



MARKS OF THE CHURCH


	It would be good to look at specific qualities which mark the Church.  We want to consider them in terms of how they apply to the couple in their own home.  But it is to be understood that we do so with the attitude that the couple's own implementation of these qualities is not merely for the sake of the Domestic Church but for the well being of the larger Church.  By that we do not merely mean that if our couples are doing well with one another the bigger Church will profit.  That will definitely be true.  They will be more generous with their time and talents with others in the Faith Community.  They certainly will not be a drain on the resources of the Church in order to keep them together or to support them through the pain and devastation of separation.  No, there is more.  We are saying that if our couples truly become a Church in their family life, we in the overall Church will have a better understanding of and more inspiration to become the true Family of the Faithful which we are intended to be.  The big Church can be no better than the little Church of the home.  It all starts there.

	One of our oldest traditions holds that there are four special marks of the Church of Jesus Christ.  It is to be one, holy, catholic and apostolic.  What we would like to do here is to go over these marks and see how they can be lived in the home.  We will take them one by one and comment on what they mean in themselves and specific ways to exercise them to the fullest possible degree with your family.


					One


	The Church is to be ONE.  This does not mean that each family member has to be in total agreement with everything said and done by everyone else in the home.  That would not be possible nor desirable.  What it does mean is that we are to be joined with one another in such a total way that our family life is the most dominant experience of our lives.  We want the total to be greater than the sum of all its parts.  WE are more important than I.  The common well being of all of us is more significant to me than personal satisfaction or advancement.  We are last name people rather than first name people.  The oneness referred to here is that of choosing to live WITH one another rather than BESIDE one another.  The focus of the home is not on the services performed but on the intimacy we establish.  Each member of the family is personally, not just physically, present to all the others.  We are not individual people who happen to be family.  We are family with each personality reflected and enhanced by the others.  There is no less personhood but much more relationship, just like the Trinity.  This is the most important of the four marks.  All the others are rooted in this.

	The basis of the family unity is that of the couple.  Unless the husband and wife strive to become fully integrated into and with one another, it is impossible to look for the family as a whole to find their personhoods through one another.  The marriage sets the tone for the whole family.  Only the marital relationship can hope to ambition the awesome sense of personal presence and responsiveness which exists in the Trinity.  Only the couple can even think of desiring to be as full integrated with one another as Jesus is with his Body.

	It should be obvious that if our couples and children do not lead the way in this, it is impossible for the overall Church to achieve this kind of unity.  We have to establish such families in our parishes, if we are to expect our parishes to be communities instead of service stations or oases.  Most people would be attracted by this vision of family and parish.  Who could reasonably be against human warmth and closeness?  But it is not that simple.  It calls for us to be counter-cultural.  Our present custom in the society in which we live, is to look on family life as important and desirable but temporary.  We grow up in a family until we can strike out on our own and create our own family.  We prefer to keep friendly ties with our mothers and fathers, brothers and sisters but we have our own family now.  There is a definite split not only permitted but expected.  Then, of course, the same is done to us by our own children.  The net result is that individuality in goals and life style become prioritized.  Unity, if it is to be true unity, must be permanent.  There is a temporary dimension to our present family practice.  That limits the unity we are capable of achieving.  We certainly do not recommend the suppression of personhood.  That would be terrible.  But we do say that God's plan calls for us to find our personhood in the context of our love relationships.

	This tragic attitude toward family comes from our marital ideals.  Each person in the marriage, according to society's norms, is expected to have their own life.  The marriage is important, maybe even most important, but it is simply one facet of the person's life.  The marriage is to be judged in terms of how the individuals feel fulfilled.  When you see "Test Your Marriage" articles in magazines, it is always along the lines of whether the reader is satisfied and fulfilled.  They never approach this from the direction of whether their spouse is full of joy and satisfaction.

	It is easy to see that this applies to the larger Church.  Too many Catholics are Catholics on their own terms.  They involve themselves to the degree which suits them and to the extent they believe their own convictions and values in life are advanced.  This didn't start with the Church.  It began with their experience of family life.  The family was to serve and benefit the individual members instead of the other way around.  Now they have their own families and their own Church.  The solution is not to argue the point persuading them that the family or Church is right.  It is to call them to a love relationship in both instances, to make our US more important than my fulfillment or gratification.  The Gospel calls us to freedom.  Our society calls us to be independent.  Independence leads to lack of freedom because I become compulsive to fulfill my needs.  Freedom leaves us free to choose, letting others reveal me to me in love.


					Holy


	The next mark is HOLY.  That can be a difficult one.  We shy away from holiness because we are afraid it won't be much fun and people will look upon us as weird.  This is so ingrained that were someone to apply the word `holy' or even good to us we are likely to go on the defensive.  We are embarrassed and believe we have to make sure they know we are no different from (i.e. as mediocre as) every one else.  We say things like: "You don't know me.". or: "You should talk to my husband/wife.".  We believe holy people are admirable.  Secretly, we might even wish we could be that way.  But we think it is difficult and abnormal.  This is due to the fact that we put such limitations on our understanding of holiness.  We tend to see it as doing hard or heroic things, being in Church all the time, always praying, never relaxing, being perfect, never doing anything wrong.  Being called holy almost seems to be an accusation.  We want to keep our options open.

	This same attitude toward holiness persists, even in the Church itself.  We cannot honestly say that the Church is calling us to holiness.  It calls us to be better.  It explains away the mark of holiness which should characterize the members of the Church by pointing to the canonized saints and the Mother Teresas in our midst.  But it is not the holiness of the few that is the mark, it is holiness of the Community, as a whole.  That should be the ambition held out to us all.  Once again, fear plays a part.  Those who lead us are afraid we wouldn't respond.  We wouldn't accept such a big ambition.

	That is such a terrible view of holiness.  The actual meaning is to be whole.  This virtue calls us to allow our Father to be our Father.  In that way, we become our full selves.  We can see this in human terms.  We all have mothers and fathers.  Many people, because of bad experiences or the pressure of our culture, cut themselves off from their parents.  They want to live their own life.  Actually this is impossible.  We are our mother's/father's son or daughter no matter how far we may move, no matter how little contact we may have with them.  They are in our genes; they are in our history.  We have to come to terms with who we truly are.  We are never isolated individuals.  Our personhood is the amalgam of our relationships.

	The same is true with our Heavenly Father.  We can never be ourselves without Him.  He knows us better than we know ourselves.  He made us and put Himself into us.  His life was and is breathed into us.  We are formed in His image and likeness.  Holiness, basically, is simply the recognition of whose child I am.  I may not live up to it all the time.  I might be a sinner,  but I do know whose daughter or son I am.  That little pronoun - whose - is all important.  Much unhappiness exists in this world because so many people are in a frantic search for self.  They want to discover who they are.  There is no WHO; there is only WHOSE.  When I am God's, then all things are possible.  My Father defines me.  His goodness rubs off on me.  The very recognition, even if it doesn't go beyond that, changes my life.

	Naturally, there has to be some communication.  If my Father is to tell me who I am, then I have to be talking to Him and, more importantly, listening.  He cannot be someone who only comes into my thoughts when I am at the end of my rope, some problem has arisen which I cannot handle.  Then He becomes a fairy godmother, a divine genie in a bottle.  There has to be a real relationship between us.

	What is most important about the communication with our Father in the Domestic Church is that it be family prayer.  It is not enough that I pray, or even that all the family members pray.  That is fine and good but is not sufficient.  We need to pray as a couple and as a family.  He calls us not to a private relationship with Him but a familial one.  He wants us to approach him as lovers and beloveds, not just as good individual believers.  He can much more readily be understood by us and can get through to us in the context of love rather than through a private approach.  Of course, Jesus accepts us.  He always responds to us on our terms.  But something is missing.  Prayer with the family and with one another as a couple should be a daily habit.  It doesn't matter what form that prayer takes.  There is no one right way to pray.  The vital element is that we pray together.  We may also take some time to pray during the day when the family is apart but that is no substitute for the main communion with the Father which occurs when we are together.  (For further development of couple prayer, it would be helpful to refer to Father It's "Us" and Let Us Pray from the Celebrate Love Series.)

	We can see how important this is in the Church as a whole.  Too often our prayer is private.  Even at Mass, when we are all physically together doing the same thing, we are often wrapped into our own little world.  Instead of communal worship, it has become congregational.  We are doing similar things but not in communion with one another.  We close ourselves off from those around us in order to concentrate on the Mass.  We put our complete focus on the altar and miss those joining us at that table.  Compare this to a Thanksgiving dinner.  We would all realize that just focusing on the food would make it a feeding rather than a meal.  That is what we have done to Mass.  The theologians insist that the Eucharist is a meal.  But we don't live that in reality.  This is understandable since that is often our in home experience.  Prayer there is between me and God.  So too at Mass.

	Holiness, however, consists in much more than the act of praying.  That is why we insisted that it is even more listening than speaking.  We have to let God into our very beings so that He can guide and direct us.  We want Him to establish the parameters of our life rather than determine our own and ask His help in accomplishing this.  Our choices in life, the way we raise our children, how we educate them, the jobs we hold, the way we spend our resources, especially time and talents, etc. should all be different from our neighbors who have not been blessed by the gift of the Church.  Going to Church on Sunday does not determine how Catholic we are, it is how we spend that Mass during the week.

	We cannot have a higher level of holiness in the big Church than we do in the Domestic Church.  We simply cannot split our relationship with Him.  The degree to which we allow our Father to be an intimate part of our family will determine how large a role He plays in the rest of our life.  We are likely to think that we go to Church to get a shot of holiness and hopefully we can bring it home and effect our conduct with the family.  Actually, it is the reverse.  The Mass will be as deep and as meaningful as is the prayerfulness we bring to that Mass from our homes.  The Domestic Church creates the atmosphere of the big Church, not the other way around.


					Catholic


	The third mark is cATHOLIC.  That is not a typo.  The c in cATHOLIC was deliberately made lower case.  Catholic with a big C is our name.  That is our identity as a People.  We are Catholics.  That is our family name as a Faith Community.  We are not referring to that here.  We are talking about small c catholic.  In Greek, the word means universal.  The Church of Jesus Christ must be available to all.  It cannot be restricted to a certain geographical area or culture.  This has always been interpreted in the Church as meaning that we have to evangelize.  We have to bring the Gospel to every part of the world.  The geographic availability of the Faith has been accomplished for some centuries.  With some exceptions, the Church has attained a foothold in every country in the world.  We have not yet made it culturally acceptable though in many countries because we are too exclusively Western.  We must do much more to acculturate ourselves so that all people can truly hear the Gospel, not just that it be proclaimed in terms which are too foreign.  There is too much of an accent coming from the developed world in our present understanding  and proclamation of the revelation of Jesus.  That not only prevents us from being successful in evangelizing others.  We ourselves are deprived of the insights of other cultures, as applied to the Gospel.

	How can this apply to the Domestic Church?  We certainly couldn't suggest that families pack up their belongings and trek all over the world.  That would be ridiculous, out of the question.  But this mark still applies to the Church in the home.  The first way this mark can be expressed by families is through hospitality.  That is not a widely accepted quality in American life.  But it should be in Church life, both Domestic and Big.  We are not addressing the homeless or talking about care of the poor and unfortunate.  That is a whole other matter.  Certainly, if the Lord has taken us over, we are most generous in this responsibility to be our brother's and sister's keeper.  Here, we are considering having a home which is so warm and loving that it cannot contain itself.  We have so much love that we need others on whom to spend it.  We are talking about forming intimate personal and family relationships.  We mean to bring others not only into our house but into our home, to make them part of the family.  This is not socializing.  It is not just running parties.  This is to build an extended family of intimates.  Naturally, it starts with our own blood families, but it widens to include close family friends.

	The way the Lord taught us to proclaim the Gospel was by making disciples.  In other words, to call people to a love relationship with ourselves.  In the context of our love of one another, our love for him will come out.  Do we have open homes?  Can we say that we have real intimates, others who are really part of the family, welcome to pop in without notice?  Are they really brothers and sisters to yourselves and aunts and uncles to our children?  This is part of being Church.

	One of the scandals in our parishes is that there is so little going on between parishioners.  We are strangers in the pews.  Announcements along these lines can be made from the pulpit.  We all nod our heads and agree it is terrible but do nothing about it.  Efforts can be made to have us shake hands with each other at the beginning of Mass.  There can be coffee and donuts after Mass.  The apartness continues because we carry it over from our home life.  We cannot expect the Big Church to adequately address this estrangement.  This is a problem and an opportunity for the Domestic Church.  We have to begin to become catholic.  Our homes have to be welcoming.  This doesn't call for a lot of fuss and feathers or expense.  That's a party.  What it does require is being open to including others in our love.  (There is a chapter on hospitality in the booklet Ambition For Lovers in the Celebrate Love Series.  It would be useful to pick it up and read it in conjunction with this.  Also the Booklet: Friends Make a Difference, from the same Series.)

	But just as the mark catholic in relation to the Big Church is not fully expressed by mere physical presence, so too in the Domestic Church, human warmth and openness is the first necessary step.  The presence of these qualities is good and sanctifying in itself but we must then take it to the level of evangelizing.  As a member of the Church and especially through the authority given them through their Sacrament of Matrimony, our couples are to play their role in the mission of the Church to bring the Good News of Jesus Christ to all whose lives they touch.  While they are not called to be foreign missionaries, they surely are called to be domestic missionaries.  This is not to be by preaching or going from door to door with tracts and pamphlets.  It is though a powerful and insistent commission which has been given them to make their homes sources of prophecy, service and devotion.

	Their first mission is to their children.  They accomplish this not by preaching at them but by sharing with them the wonderful experiences of the Lord which they have had.  Too often parents leave it to the professionals in the Church - teachers, priests, nuns, etc.- to instruct the children.  That is irresponsible.  Their task is primary.  Besides, that is the only way it is effective.  Our faith is not taught, it is caught.  Teachers can only build upon and expand what the children experience in their homes.  In addition, it is not so much the faith, as the Faithful, to whom the children should be called.  That is why hospitality with our fellow parishioners is so important.  The most important responsibility our sacramental couples have to their children is to raise them Catholic.  That is even more important than their secular education.  In too many cases, the emphasis is placed on getting them ready for college and to hold a job.  We do want them to be Catholic but our real attention is put to the secular side of their education.  If we are to be the Domestic Church, then all the members are to be called to be fully invested.

	Most good couples would recognize that they had a major responsibility for the religious formation of their children.  As we have pointed out, many do not take that far enough.  They do not make calling their children to be fully Catholic the prime focus of their interaction with their sons and daughters.  They do have a real concern.  But it has to be more pervasive and consistent.

	What is not generally accepted, however, is that we have an obligation to support and develop the faith experience and commitment of our blood family.  We might be worried about some member of the family who has dropped out of the Church, a mother, sister, uncle.  We probably keep them in our prayers.  That tends to be as far as it goes.  We believe it is their business.  We don't agree with them but it is their life.  That is not even a family attitude much less a faith one.  They are our own flesh and blood.  We cannot write them off that way.  Besides, the Catholic faith experience, is not private.  It is communal.  It is our faith, not mine.  We have to bring to them the faith they lack, through ours.  It is part of their inheritance.  We are certainly not suggesting that each family gathering turn into a religious debate.  We don't want to argue with them.  That would serve no purpose.  We simply share with all family members, regardless of their present stance on being Catholic, what we have experienced.  We do this just as we would share anything else important about our lives.  We share our children and their successes with childless family members, we share a job promotion or raise with one who is retired, a recovery to health with one who is sick.  We share anything important to us with the family because we believe they will be interested, not from their own point of view but because it is significant to us and we mean something to them.  Why would we hold back our life in the Community of the Faithful?  The real motivation we offer to those members of the family to return is not because it is the right thing to do but because they love us and want to please and share with us.

	But we should not limit our family evangelization to those having trouble.  The main mission we are called to is to deepen and enhance to faithfulness of all.  To this end, we should be willing to talk about prayer, the Sacraments, Scripture, life in the Church.  By talking with one another we learn from each other; are encouraged and supported.

	What we have said applies to all `familiars' of the Domestic Church, our home.  We must get away from the training which tells us that religion is out of bounds in polite society.  That is correct for a cocktail party or some strictly social function.  But here we are to be intimates of each other.  Jesus and his People are friends of ours and we want to share them with these friends we have invited into our home and hearts.

	It is stark, but nonetheless accurate to say that if we are not evangelizing an essential note of Domestic Church is missing.  We haven't allowed the Lord to enter into our life on his terms.  He loves us and wants to be intimates of ours.  Most of all he wants to introduce us to his way of life.  He wants to call us to having the same relationship with the Father as he himself has and he wants us to have his compassion on the multitudes, to lift them out of darkness.  If we are to accept Jesus, we must accept his mission.  So a key question to be asked by the Domestic Church is: "Are those who gather here - ourselves, our children, family and friends - more favorably disposed to and involved with the Catholic Faith Community because they have experienced us?".  We are not a real Church, unless the answer is yes or, at best, we are a little non-denominational Church.


				Apostolic


	The final of the four marks of the Church is APOSTOLIC.  Our interpretation of that word is likely to be incorrect.  It does not refer to our responsibility to reach out to others and proclaim the Glad Tidings of the Lord.  It is understandable that we should think that way since we talk about the apostolate and being apostolic.  Also, when we think about the Apostles such as Peter, James, John, Paul, etc. the obvious thought that comes to mind is how they proclaimed the Lord and brought others to believe in him.  Those are functions of the mark cATHOLIC.  When we establish APOSTOLIC as a mark of the Church what we mean is that we have to be in full communion with the Apostles and those who followed them.

	This mark was really formulated by Jesus himself at the Last Supper.  He was speaking from the depths of his heart.  He knew this would be his final opportunity to communicate his wishes.  In John 17, his words are preserved for us.  He speaks to his Father of what he wants for those gathered there, the Holy Women and the Disciples.  He breathes out his urgency for their unity.  That was his overriding concern.  He says: "I pray for them, I am not praying for the world.".  He makes it quite clear that this intention of his is strictly for those who will form his Church.  "I pray for them, I am not praying for the world.".  It is not a general prayer.  The prayer continues: "Keep those you have given me true to your name so that they may be one like us.".  He asks for a Trinitarian unity one based not on agreement in principle but personal belonging and intimacy.  The focus of his prayer then turns to ourselves, in this day and age, asking the Father to grant us total unity.  He says: "I pray not only for these (the Holy Women and the Apostles) but for those also who through their word will believe in me.".  (In other words, he specifically includes us in his prayer, at that time.).  Notice he does not pray at this point for those who one day will believe in him.  He speaks in terms of a very special faith, one that is handed on from generation to generation tracing itself to the apostles and holy women.  He talks about those whose belief comes from the Community of the Faithful.

	That is what the mark APOSTOLIC means.  Our faith is not a private faith, no matter how powerful.  It is to be one formed and developed by our union with the Apostles and holy women and those they have chosen to follow them.  When the Domestic Church is called, therefore, to be APOSTOLIC means that we have a tender devotion to the people of the Church and our leaders.  We are not talking about obedience here or intellectual agreement with positions, or statements.  We are talking about something much deeper - personal warmth and closeness.  Thus, it becomes our faith not mine.  It is our Holy Father not the pope.  It is not the Catholic Church but our Catholic brothers and sisters.  Fondness for and devotion to one another is what is called for here.  The faith is in the context of belonging.

	With this quality, we will see that our faith is never complete and fulfilled without the Community of the Faithful.  We will no longer concentrate on what is being done or said but who is speaking and acting.  We will take seriously the prayer of the Lord to be united in affection with those he has chosen.  The Domestic Church will be Catholic to the core not because it does Catholic things but because we would not be ourselves without each other.

	Obviously, this mark is equally important to the Big Church.  So much of the unhappiness in the Church today comes from arguments over issues and power struggles.  We need to see and carry into practice the reality that, in a love relationship, the issue is not the issue, we are.  What is most important is what Jesus wanted from us - that we be in union with one another, based on our common heritage with the Apostles and Holy Women.  This has to start in the Domestic Church.  Families are best equipped to teach us how to overcome our tendency to be so committed to being right that we divide.

	What we have said above about the importance of hospitality fits very well here. (cf. the Booklet: Friends Make A Difference in the Celebrate Love Series)  Unless we surround ourselves with good Catholic families and draw upon their faith and strength in the Lord, we will be led to adopt the world's attitude toward the Church.  Through our close relationships with other good Catholics, we will become immersed in the sense of a communal faith which is the essence of what Catholic faith is all about.  We have a tendency to make faith an individual and private thing.  In the Catholic Church, it is Catholics not Catholicism which should attract our fidelity.  The People of the Church should form the principles, beliefs and practices to which we adhere, not the other way around.  The source of our faith should be the People of Faith.

	If we want to be the people Jesus prayed for at the Last Supper: "I pray for those who through their word will believe in me.", we need to be accountable to our fellow Catholics for the way we live our lives.  We don't fulfill our responsibilities merely by going to Mass on Sunday.  We have to be Catholic through and through.  We cannot lead a sacramental way of life without the guidance, direction and support of our brothers and sisters in the Faith Community.  All Sacraments are Church experiences in their entirety and that applies to Matrimony.  We cannot live out our love merely on our own terms.

	I have a responsibility to be responsive to my Faith Family, to find meaningful what they find meaningful, to accept their values and make them my own.  My ideals for our marriage should be the Community's.  The purpose of any sacramental experience is to open my eyes to the love I am experiencing in the Church and to establish an ever-deepening relationship with these faithful people.  Out of that deeper intimacy with them will come a real sense of urgency to fulfill the needs of others, to have compassion on the poor and suffering.  I will recognize that my responsibilities come not from my own personal goodness or integrity, but as a member of this believing Community.  I will not reach out as an individual, I will be speaking in the name of the whole Family.  It is the Faithful who send me forth.

	The Church has to be involved in the decisions we make, regarding: where we live, the jobs we take, how we spend our money, the size of our family, how we raise our children, how we forgive one another, our relationships with blood family, the friendships we form, how we exercise our talents, our concern for the poor.  This does not mean that we are supposed to go to the Pope or bishops to get permission.  That would be ridiculous.  It does state that we should have an inner circle of intimate Catholic friends with whom we consult.  They are people whom we ourselves have chosen, with whom we are comfortable.  In prayer and discernment, we seek their advice and direction in all the areas we have mentioned.  The decision is ours.  We don't abandon our responsibility to be in charge of our lives.  But the process of discernment with other good Catholics should be an essential dimension of how we come to our decisions.  We can resist, believing we make our decisions on our own.  But that is not true.  Many influences arising from the society in which we live effect how we think and act.  Because we are so immersed in our culture, we are unaware of how American our decisions are.  They should be Church decisions because "We are the Church.".  What we are recommending here is that we allow the Church, our close Catholic friends, to counteract the worldly pressures which impinge upon us.

	The emphasis placed here on the essential nature of accountability to the People of the Church is not intended to place a limitation upon our freedom.  Rather it is to expand it.  We cannot be our full selves, by ourselves.  We need the support, encouragement and vision of the Faith Family in order to bring the best out of us.  Decisions are hard.  They are difficult to make and to carry out.  We are offering, in the name of the Lord, a means to share the burden and ease the path of their fulfillment.

	The truth is that we cannot be the Church the Lord intends us to be without bonding to one another as family.  That doesn't happen when we merely do "Church" things on the appropriate occasions.  We have to let the Faithful into the core of our lives.  We are to become intimates of one another.



ASSEMBLY OF THE MATRINONIED


	When we talk about Sacrament, one of the necessary characteristics is visibility.  It is an outward sign.  It is intended to be for others, not merely for the recipient.  In other words, prophecy and evangelization are part of the nature of a Sacrament.  Sacraments are public not private.  Of course there is a deeply interior dimension to each Sacrament.  They bring the Lord intimately into the person's life.  But there are many ways that the Lord can join himself to a person.  In the case of Sacrament, the outward purpose is emphasized.

	In the Church, we have to ask ourselves how visible is Matrimony.  It is not good enough to say a man and woman exchanged vows at the altar.  That would make the ceremony the Sacrament.  Nor can we say that they live together and, in most cases, have children.  All couples fit into that category.  Nor does the fact that they go to Mass on Sunday and are active in the parish.  Singles do that.  The truth is that they are treated in the Church as married, not Matrimonied, once the ceremony is over.  We have no place for them; we offer them no position of honor or authority because of their state in life.  Suppose we ordained a priest but then had no occasion for that person to exercise the powers and responsibilities of ordination.  They were treated the same as before.  What a waste that would be.  It is unfair and demeaning to the person but even more damaging to the whole Church.

	We contradict the Sacramentality we proclaim, when we privatize their relationship.  All of us are called to full membership in the Church by our Baptism and Confirmation.  The Matrimonied have that Baptismal call redirected and focused.  They are not better than the rest of us.  They are different and have a special function among us.  A place and role for the Matrimonied must be created in the Church Community.  We are quite worried today over the decreasing number of priests and religious.  We know they are essential for the Church.  We could not be ourselves without them.  An even greater shortage is the Matrimonied.  It is not that they don't exist.  They are present in our midst in generous numbers.  But it is almost as though they were not there.  We don't see them as a Church resource.  As persons, yes but in their love relationship, no.

	Only recently have we begun to get away from separating husbands and wives in Church organizations.  We do now permit couples to teach a class, as couples, rather than assign him to one class and her to another.  But this is still a single's oriented Church.  Leadership is selected on the basis of being a priest, religious, a full time employee of the institutional Church or because of professional qualifications.  It would be difficult to discover people in positions of authority and influence in the Church who were chosen because of the quality of their marital love.  When the suggestion is raised, it is usually greeted with puzzlement.  Why would that be of value?  What are their talents, their professional qualifications?  We see marital love as nice for the couple involved but perceive no special value in it for leadership.  Yet we say that the core message of Jesus is love.

	If we truly believe that our couples are Sacraments, then this has to change.  A Sacrament is a Church experience.  That not only means that they have to experience the Church but the Church has to experience them.  This will not happen as long as their Sacramentality is restricted to the Domestic Church.  We have to bring them into full visibility in the broader Church.  Our couples must  have their dignity and their special charisms recognized and put to full use.  A first step could be that our couples would form an Assembly of the Matrimonied on parochial, diocesan and national levels.

	This is not a far out idea.  We already have Priests' Senates and Sisters' Councils.  These meet on a regular basis and speak from their life of grace.  Periodically, we have synods open to the laity.  (Unfortunately, these tend to be dominated in their agendas and the actual running of them by Church professionals.)  The one group which does not have a public voice is our Sacramental couples.  The time has come.

	A few precautions are needed.  We don't need any angries or ideologues here.  We have enough of them.  (Tragically, in this country, these are the usual motivations behind the formation of such groups.)  We want people who love the Church with the best interests of all of us at heart.  So the Assembly would not be another interest group whose purpose was to lobby for their causes.  Nor should it be a top down type of organization whose members were selected by the present structure.  This should be grass roots, formed by the couples themselves.  Membership should be determined by the quality of their devotion to one another and to the Faith Community.  They will not be seeking power, nor their place in the sun, but to share with the Faithful the graces and wonders they have received from the Lord.

	Their agenda should not be limited to what are considered "married" matters, such as: marriage preparation, broken marriages, sex, etc.  They are people of the Church.  Anything of interest and concern to the Church should be their concern.  Liturgy, selection of candidates for priesthood and religious life, the allotment of financial and personnel resources, schools, care for the poor, justice in faith are all as much the field of the Matrimonied as they are of any other member of the Church.  The Assembly should not see themselves in competition with Priests' Senates or Sisters' Councils.  We are to work with one another celebrating each other's goodness.  Nor is the Assembly to be a pressure group in conflict with our leaders.  In short, we are not suggesting an Assembly formed on American principles and values but on Catholic ones.  The Assembly is to be a delightful addition, not another loud voice demanding their rights or causing problems.

	Prayer would be essential to the success of this venture.  Not simply a prayer to open and close the meeting.  But our time together should be salted in prayer.  Our humanity surfaces so easily.  Anger can distort us, our cultural training can get in the way, personalities can distract.  So we should not just pray, we should be prayerful.  At times, during the meeting, misunderstandings will occur or personal failings will arise.  That is the moment to stop and pray with and for one another.  We should also pray for those who will be affected by the decisions or stances we take.  We are not to simply pray that they will listen to us but that we will listen to them.

	The members of the Assembly should have the overall good of the parish or diocese at heart.  Their role is not just to be another group who wants their share.  They are there for the well being of all of us, using their special Sacramental charisms.  The most significant thing they bring to the overall Church is that they see everything through couple's eyes.  They have a couple prism which refracts the light by which they perceive matters.  The Church is filled with good people who want the Church to do the right thing.  Their emphasis is on truth and justice.  This is invaluable.  But we need the modification of love and belonging to eliminate the potential for righteousness and harshness.  Couples in the Church are best equipped to provide this for us.

	What should motivate and inspire the members of the Assembly is their excitement about their own love for one another and the Church.  It is easier to come together because of something we want to correct or to institute.  This would be a mistake.  Then, our focus would be on the cause and not our Sacramental presence to the Church.  We want to concentrate on what we have to give more than on what we wish to receive.  This will be a more difficult approach.  But it will be so much better in the long run.

	We must overcome the reaction of others to us at the start.  There will be suspicion that we are another angry group which will cause defensiveness.  Ideologues will resent `distraction' from their cause.  However, the biggest barrier will be being put into the box of being permitted to only have a say on things recognized as of concern to the married.  We cannot permit that to happen.  Yes, we will have a real urgency for things directly affecting our lives.  But the whole Church is our arena.  Another problem is that conservatives and liberals will insist we take a stand on birth control, homosexuality divorce, premarital sex, etc.  These are important.  But do not allow anyone to force you.  Come to these awarenesses on your own, as the Assembly grows in wisdom, age and grace.

	The orientation in the Church today, at least in the Western world, is toward personal growth and development.  When the charism of the Matrimonied is fully employed, we will become much more relationship oriented.  We need that desperately.  Furthermore, we will become much more child and future oriented.  We are so crucified by the immediate and the now.

	The author is very excited about the possibilities offered by the formation of Assemblies of the Matrimonied throughout the Church.  He believes so much in you and your Sacrament.  You deserve this.  Even more, we in the Church deserve you.  It will be a whole different Church once this happens.  Please do not read this and content yourself by saying: "This is a good idea.  I hope they do something about it.  It would be interesting to see how this turns out.".  It will not work that way.  Talk with your friends, those living their Sacrament to the fullest, in devotion to one another and the Catholic Faithful.  Then begin.  You don't need permission.  You just need the call.  That you have received by being made a Sacrament.




















































		 THE PASTORAL AND MATRIMONIAL RENEWAL CENTER


				CELEBRATE LOVE SERIES

						By

				CHARLES A. GALLAGHER, S.J.

	The Passionate Couple: A refreshingly incarnational review of the theology and spirituality of Matrimony.  Opens eyes and brings delight.  Really a must for any Sacramental Couple.

	Let "Us" Pray: Provides practical ways for a couple to pray with one another.  Real depth but is a help to all.  A big help for couple prayer.

	Male And Female He Created Them: Assists us in our appreciation of our complementarity, as men and women.  Helps us to value our masculinity and femininity.

	For Better Lovers: An examination of conscience, specifically for couples.  Leads us to becoming more aware of our potential to be great husbands/wives.

	Friends Make A Difference: Exciting insights into the great resource our friends are.  A book which frees us to make the most of our choice of friends, for the sake of our marriage.

	Principles Of Prayer: An invaluable source of insights and awareness for the couple interested in prayer.  This will be a well thumbed Booklet.

	Sexuality Is Heredity: Points to the formation we have experienced growing up.  Enables us to understand ourselves and our spouse better.

	You Can Change The World: Emphasizes the importance, in God's plan for couples to have an influence in their parish and the world around.  Practical and real.

	Ambitions For Lovers: A full explanation of the Sacrament of Reconciliation and how it fits into the couple's life.  An eye opener.

	Handing On The Gift: Develops the importance of parents bringing forth the sexuality of their children.  Filled with hope.

	Who's In Charge Here?: Treats the cultural environment in which we live and the effect it has upon us, as men, women and couples.  A dose of reality.

	Father, It's Us: A prayer book specifically for couples.  A night table book  One we can turn to in the special circumstances of our married lives.

	You Are A Sacrament!: A probing, yet understandable look at being Matrimonied.  Reveals how vital the couple is to the Church.

	Having It All: Holds out the vision of a great marriage.  Looks at the keys to the full development of a couple's love.

	Little Seeds: Covers the day to day possibilities which husband and wife have with one another.  Offers encouragement for the ordinary.

	Words To Live By: A challenge to the taken for granted 
		    Die	attitudes and certitudes about love and 				life that are offered to us by our 					society.  Offers new opportunities.

	Being Yourself: Looks at people as sexual persons.  Helps them to see the beauty and promising possibilities in their full selves.


	All the Booklets of The CELEBRATE LOVE SERIES are $3.95.  They can only be ordered through the Center.



		OTHER MATERIALS AVAILABLE FROM THE CENTER

	Embodied in Love: Gallagher, Maloney, Rousseau and Wilczak, Crossroad, 1986.		$10.95
	A serious attempt to develop a pastorally sound spirituality of Sacramental intimacy.  Brings out how that intimacy causes the couple's holiness.

	Sex Is Holy: Gallagher and Rousseau, Element Books, 1991.						$10.95.
	A book carefully developed to meet one of our greatest contemporary needs.  A breakthrough book for anyone seeking to find the meaning of Christian sexuality.

	Sexual Healing in Marriage: Gallagher and Rousseau, Element Books, 1991.			 $10.95
	Develops the idea of how God's gift of sexuality is available to couples to help them overcome the sufferings they experience in life.

	Good News For Married Lovers: Gallagher and Seitz, Triumph Books, 1991.			  $16.95.
	Various Scripture passages are looked at and applied to married life.  Great richness and inspiration are offered to husbands and wives.



	AUDIO TAPES by Fr. Chuck Gallagher, S.J. $8.95 each:

	Sexuality And Spirituality: Forcefully develops how our sexuality effects our relationship, our Sacrament, our family and friends.

	Sacrament of Matrimony: Offers practical steps that society and the Church can support marriage and ways for the couple to improve their love.  Questions to ponder concerning the man/woman relationship.

	Parenting For Catholics: Encourages parents about their importance and effectiveness.  Some questions to face where their values are.

	Parenting Problems and Opportunities:  A collection of thoughts, ideas, suggestions and solutions for mothers and fathers.

	Thoughts In The Lord: A talk covering, prayer, death and community formation in family circumstances.  Very uplifting.


VIDEO TAPES by Fr. Chuck Gallagher, S.J. $29.95 each:

	Sexy - Saint or Sinner?  Magnificent approach to teenagers and young adults.  The beauty of their gift of sexuality is brought out.  Wonderful for parents to watch and discuss with their sons and daughters.

	John 17: Fr, Chuck takes us through Jesus' Last Discourse, at the Last Supper, line by line.  Most inspirational.

	It's A Matter of Conscience: This is such an important topic.  The tape provides specific guidelines and directions to help us decide in the Lord.

All the above materials can be obtained thru:
Pastoral and Matrimonial Renewal Center
67 Prince Street
Elizabeth, N.J., 07208
908-353-8640		Fax-908-353-8730




	The seal of the Pastoral and Matrimonial Renewal Center is of the ringed head of a High Cross from Castledermot, Ireland.  The crucifixion represented on early Irish crosses is almost universally the crucifixion according to the Gospel of John (Jn: 19:37).  It is the glorified Christ who is represented: Christ as king and as priest, breathing forth the Spirit at the moment of his death.  The spear pierces his side and blood and water flow out: the water symbolic of the Spirit and of Baptism, the blood of Redemption and the Eucharist.

	The crucifixion in early Irish art is not shown as Jesus alone and abandoned, but it is a peopled crucifixion - it is Jesus among his disciples, Jesus risen and present among the people of his Church.  Jesus reigns in the midst of his disciples, gathered in unity, who are also his apostles, sent to proclaim his salvation to the four corners of the earth.

Drawing by Sr. Pauline McGrath, O.P.







				ABOUT THE AUTHOR


	Father Chuck Gallagher, S.J. is the founder and Executive Director of the Pastoral And Matrimonial Renewal Center, whose focus is on the development of lay spirituality and leadership in the Catholic Church.  He was the driving force behind the Worldwide Marriage Encounter movement and its first Executive Director.

	Father Chuck is the author of dozens of books, audio and video tapes and programs devoted to strengthening marriage, family life and the life of Faith.  As a renowned popular speaker, he has travelled extensively throughout the world, giving workshops and implementing these programs.  He is the initiator and co-author of the Sexuality Weekend for married couples and the author of the Celebrate Love Series.

	Father Chuck's great love for people and his constant encouragement enables them to develop a fuller and deeper love for one another.  He has touched and changed countless lives.  He is not only a priest and counsellor but a friend to many.  His magnetism, vision and enthusiasm has developed faith communities throughout the world.  Across the globe, people feel his understanding love and have responded overwhelmingly.






				PARISH EVENINGS




BRAND NEW					EXCITING






		FOR COUPLES
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			YOU ARE A SACRAMENT






		A CALL TO SPECIALNESS




	The Sacrament of Matrimony is wonderful gift of the Lord not only to the couple themselves but to all of us in the Church.  Our whole way of being in the Community of the Faithful is strengthened and enhanced by our couples.  We don't always recognize this or pay them the honor due them.  This is a serious loss not only to them but to ourselves.  We are not taking full advantage of the richness their love brings to us.

	This book attempts to look at the full dimensions and possibilities of sacramental marriage.  Until our couples see their dignity and worth they will never bring to us in the Church the power and influence we deserve from them.  Fresh perceptions and understandings can bring both the Sacramental couple and the broader Church to a whole new comprehension of what they mean to and for one another.




